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Allston-Brighton

Residents Complain About Rowdy Students
by Christina Hippeli

Another battle in the war between
and gown was fought Tuesday
when angry Allston and Brighton
residents confronted Boston College
administrators with their complaints
about off-campus students at Covenant House on Washington Street.
"They feel their community is being destroyed," said Corey Hill
Neighborhood Association Cochairman Terry Cohen. He added
that the problem lies primarily with
BC and Boston University students
who have no permanent interest in
the neighborhood.
About 90 residents, many of whom
were elderly, gatheredto complain of
off-campus students' inconsideration, describing loud parties late at
night, illegal fireworks, cars blocking their driveways, and property
destruction. Oneresident said his car
need $1,400 in repairs after students
dropped a mattress onto it from the
roof. Another woman stated her car
had been totaled after a cinderblock
was thrown on its front.
Theresidents called for BC to take
responsibility for the off-campus
students and discipline them. BC
Director of Community Affairs Dr.
Laurence Barton emphasized the efforts BC has made to deal with offcampus students, including sending
letters to their parents last semester,
rewriting the University rules to include them, advertising in The
Heights, and suspending three
students.
However, he said the University is
legally limited off-campus because
the BC Police are not deputized in
Suffolk County. Dean of Students
Edward J. Hanrahan, SJ, added that
most courts would not accept expulsion from school for off-campus
activities.
"If you can identify the students,
we, Father Hanrahan and I, are willing to go to court as representatives
of Boston College," he assured the
residents.
Angry residents also blamed the
town

University's limited housing and new
alcohol policy, which restricts

underage students from drinking on
campus, for the problems. They
criticized BC for accepting more
students than it can accomodate with
on-campus housing and questioned
why the school has not built more
dorms to ease the shortage.
Barton said the Universityplans to
begin building dorms with 1,100 new
beds next April and has already
frozen the number of students admitted. However, City Councilor Brian
McLaughlin, who called themeeting,
said, "We made our position clear to
the University that the community
supports housing before the building
of a new sports complex."
Residents said while the offThe source of much dismay among Brighton residents.
campus problems have existed for
several years, they worsened this ties are low on the police's list of
Egremont," he said. "You have my
year, which they attributed to the priorites. As a result of the low commitment, but I also have other
change in the legal drinking age onnumber of calls answered, the police
priorities."
campus. "They've shifted the prohave requested the universities'
Hanrahan and Barton both stressblem from campus to us," complaincooperation in enforcing sanctions
ed BC is doing its best and that
ed one resident. "What cannot be against the students, said Boston residents should call them with protolerated on campus, should not have Police Deputy Superintendent Paul blems. The Dean said he is in the
to be tolerated by us."
Evans.
Allston-Brighton most weekend
Students at the gathering agreed
"I will do my best to clean up nights, responding to complaints and
the policy has sent more students offcampus in search of a party, so that
many parties are so large they are uncontrollable. One student said that
last year only those who lived on
by John Morrier
from their Chicago home last week,
Egremont Road attended parties
have received visits from University
there, but now it seems everyone else
The condition of Boston College Chaplain John Dineen, SJ, as well as
does too.
freshman Paul Moran has been
1984 graduate Jeff Keith, and UGBC
Though the residents advocated upgraded to "stable and improving"
President Peter Thomas. Keith lost
BC keep student on-campus, according to Harry Castleman, a
his leg to cancer and last year comHanrahan explained that allowing spokesperson for Brigham and
pleted a cross-country run, raising
them to drink on-campus would be Women's Hospital.
money for the American Cancer
in violation of state law and,
Society.
Moran was listed in critical conditherefore, impossible. "That law tion last week from injuries he susCastleman called the visits "a realcame through President Reagan and tained when he was struck by an
ly nice gesture," adding, "The family
I think the University would be MBTA trolley October 18.
credited for espousing a policy of
Moran had his right leg and two really appreciated it.""The main
sobriety," he said.
left fingers amputated, and suffered thing we have been doing is presence,
for Paul and his parents," Dineen
City Council candidate Richard Izserious head, back, and internal inzo said students must be subject to
juries as a result of the accident. He said. "They need to feel connected
to BC."
the same laws as adults. Thus, he said remains in the intensive care unit.
the Boston Police should handle the
Moran's condition has been
problem. Residents complained they upgraded five times during the past
' 'He's coming out of it, he's pretfrequently call the police, but seldom week, according to Castleman. ty alert, and heknows what happenreceive a response because loud par- Moran and his parents, who flew in ed," Dineen said of Moran. "The
visits from Jeff Keith and Peter
Thomas gave him a great boost."
Photo by P.J. Brady
There has been an outpouring of
campus support for Moran and his

Jason's Home

looking for disturbances. Despite
this, resident Roni Green said she had
spoken to Hanrahan personally three
times last Saturday night after he said
he would drive through the offcampus area. She said she found it
hard to believe he had done so if she
was able to speak to him.
Those present at the meeting frequently shifted blame for the problem from one party to the next.
"What I'm angry at is that no party
will take responsibilityfor this?not
BC, not the students, not the
landlords," said Green.
After the meeting residents were
cautiously optimistic about its effect.
"Temporarily I feel there will probably be better supervision, but the
community is going to have to keep
the pressure on the University," said
Theresa Hynes, who said the problem
is BC's responsibility.
Some of the residents agreed that
the anger and frustration expressed
at the meeting would not solve the
problems. However, Margaret
McNally, who lives on Shephard
Street, warned, "People are angry
and really want them to be arrested."

IMaISonstrdble mproving
family. UGBC has organized a fund-

raising drive for the family. UGBC

Communications Director John
Valente did not have exact figures on
the continuing drive, but did report
a very good response. "The community at BC should be very proud,"
he said. "Everyone's pulled together
on this." Dining Service points and
cash may be donated, and are collected in the UGBC office in McElroy
120.
Prayers have been said on during
Masses on campus and at St. Ignatius
Church. "He's getting human and
religious, spiritual, support," Dineen
said.
The Office of UniversityHousing
will be organizing a blood drive in
Moran's name "because of the great
amount of blood he took" Dineen
reported. A date has not been set, but
Dineen said he expects good student
support, "especially on Newton
Campus" where Moran lives.

Theatre Receives Name,
Is Dedicated to Student
by Joanne

McAllister

Five years after its inauguration,
the "new" theatre has a name. In a
private ceremony preceding Friday's
performance of "Amadeus" Boston
College dedicated their theater arts
building in memory of E. Paul Robsham Jr. Robsham died in an
automobile accident in the summer
of 1983 following his freshman year
at BC.
The naming of a building tor one
of its students is a break in tradition
for Boston College. It is a break that
President J. Donald Monan feels is
"especiallyappropriate." In his deddication speech, Monan explained
that academic "buildings exist for

young people ?students" and now
"the college has the happiness of
naming it [the theatre] for students."
He said the university usually names
buildings for older, more distinguish-

ed persons. But in the case of E. Paul
Robsham Jr., it was a matter of
' 'judging the worth of people not by
what they've done, but by who they
are."
At the ceremony, Kerry Dowling,
vice president of the Dramatics
Society, stated why she believed the
name of the theatre congruous to its
purpose. "Students give to the
theatre and the theatre gives to all."
Dowling also spoke of the new
Arts, page 18
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Film Offers Solutions to Middle-East Conflict
by Janice Calesa

The Middle East is generally

regarded as the most probable target
for nuclear war, according to the
movie From the West Bank to Armageddon,presented at Haley House
Thursday.
The presentation was divided into

three sections: "The Role of the
United States in the Middle East,"
"A Historical Overview of the
Palestinian-Israeli Conflict," and
"The Occupation of the West
Bank."
From the West Bank to Armageddon focused on the severity of the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict and the
action the US, as the result of its
strong influence in the Middle East,
must take to end this struggle. The
US has a major stronghold on the
energy resources in the Middle East.

The slide show suggested the US has
threatened to use nuclear weapons on
several occassions to maintain this
stronghold. Every American president since World War II has endorsed military action, according to information provided by the Campaign
for Peace with Justice in the Middle
East.
Another significant role the US
plays in the Middle East is providing
over 70% of the military and
economic aid, a large portion of
which goes to Israel. The slide show
made evident that the US economic
and military aid to Israel aids the
anti-Palestinian cause.
The US is not the only significant
supplier to the Middle East. The
Soviet Union and Western Europe
both contribute to the sea of nuclear
weapons and technology that flood
the region at an astronomical rate.
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These arms not only increase the
threat of nuclear war, but also, contribute to the continuous loss of
human life and great social,
economic, and political problems of
the region.
The conclusion of From the West
Bank to Armageddon outlined the
following solutions for the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict:
1) The US must initiate negotiations with the Soviet Union and
European countries for an arms embargo to the Middle East,
establishing the region as a nuclear
free zone.
2) The US must begin comprehensive negotiations in an international
framework which includes all parties
to the conflict, including Israel, the
Palestine Liberation Organization,
the Arab states, the US, and the
USSR and encourage mutual recognition between Israel and the PLO.
3) The US must adopt a policy based on diplomacy and negotiations to
resolve conflicts in the region and
publicly commit itself to refrain from
using military intervention.
4) The US must stop the aid to
Israel in occupied territories.
"The bottom line is are you going
to push for negotiations with all sides
present or are you going to argue
[about it] 'til doomsday," stated Sara
Freedman, one of the movie's producers. Freedman, a member of
Mobilization For Survival, presented

INTERESTED IN

EXPLORING
A CAREER IN NURSING?
Attend one of three
Information Sessions by School
of Nursing Faculty:
Wednesdays 3 5 PM
on Oct 30, Dec 7 7
Cushing Hall
(School of Nursing Building)
Room 411-412

-

Your first job after graduation should
offer more than just a paycheck.
If you're graduating this year, look
into a unique opportunity to put
your degree to work where it can do
a world of good. Look into the
Peace Corps.
OCTOBER 28
Info Booth, tt:Elroy
Student Center, 10am-2pm. Film/
Info Session,
sth Floor
Lounge, spm.
OCTOBER 29 Interviews, Career
Planning Center, all day.
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tions turn national attention toward
foreign and domestic problems and
demonstrate that these issues should
be given greaterpriority. This year's
topic was "Speak Out For Middle
East Peace."

Update

Arrest Warrant on Abbas
The Italian news agency, Ansa, reported Saturday that Sicilian magistrates
investigating the hijacking of the Italian ship Achille Lauro have issued an
arrest warrant for Palestinian leader Abul Abbas.
Last week, the decision to allow Abbas to leave Italy provoked the fall
of Prime Minister Bettino Craxi and strained US-Italian relations.
Craxi had maintained that the government had no legal grounds to hold
Abbas when the decision to let him go was made.
Italian radio said that Abbas' warrant, one of eight issued by the Sicilian
magistrates was based on information gained after Abbas left the country.

Nuke Protest in London
In one of the biggest European protests of this year, an estimated 80,000
antinuclear demonstrators marched through central London past the Soviet
and US embassies.
The march called,"Human Race or Nuclear Race," ended with a rally and
speeches by leading nuclear activists in Hyde Park. The march was designed
to show the antinuclear movement's strength before the scheduled November
Geneva summit between President Reagan and social leader Mikhail
Gorbachev.

No Funds for Abortion
The Reagan Administration has given its support to an admendment that
would stop federal funds from reaching any organization giving pregnant
woman advice on abortion.
The controversial proposal would ban federal family planning programs'
funds for any group advising pregnant woman of their right to an abortion
or where to get one. The single exception would be for cases in which the
mother's life was threatened by the pregnancy.
Planned Parenthood is the major recipient of the current program, receiving
about $30 million annually.
Compiled by Joanne McAllister
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the film as part of the Peace with
Justice Week.
Peace with Justice Week has been
designated for the past several years
as a period between October 19-25
when religious and peace organiza-
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Tonight at

THE CLUB

For further information or if you
would like an individual appointment to talk about opportunities
in nursing or transfer to the School
of Nursing, contact Dr. Laurel
Chairperson,
Eisenhauer,
Undergraduate Program, School
of Nursing, Cushing 218,
Telephone 552-4274.
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...still accepting applications
for employment

Call 964-1662
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Guys or gals cuts including shampoo, styling, and
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'Spirituality' Found in BC's Haunted Houses

.

For years, rumors of supernatural activity have
ed, such stories have been passed on by generations of M»tutiei
Many decades ago. a man was supposedly murdered
in early He then climbed to the second floor where heKJSTsra
the fireplace becomes freezing cold, and residents
November. A few years ago, one resident of the House r
the officers arrived, they proceeded upstairs, bolted the do< return
resident not to go near the attic.
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Newton Board Proposes Restricting Parking
by Rita Pandit

Mount Ida College, Lasell Junior is a big plus that this organization is
College and the Longwood Cricket on our side."
Some see the plan as income
The proposed ordinance to Club. "Therehave been three presenestablish a resident parking zone in tations made to the Board and each generating. Barton continued, "Since
1957, BC fans have enjoyed football
the town of Newton would have a time we have brought in new opposigames and once a year family and
profound effect on Boston College, tion," he added.
The Chamber of Commerce is also friends come to see graduation.
according to Director of CommuniDr.
Laurence
to the ordinance, according
opposed
Barton.
When there is a full capacity crowd,
ty Affairs
to
devastating
have
Barton.
"It
will
it
will be impossible to accomodate
plan
many
put
"This
will
a
impact on the entire Boston College businesses, located in a section with everyone."
community, including faculty, a few residential homes, out of
Reilly confirmed,"The ordinance
will not have written in it specific
students, visitors, and vendors," he business," he said. "Customers will
obviously have no place to park. It
said.
dates or functions. The Newton
not
plan,
visitors will
Under the
have access to park on certain
residential streets of the town. The
two main or anchor streets for BC,
Commonwealth Avenue and Beacon
Street may be entirely closed off to
How do you feel about the new seatbelt law?
the public. Only residents will have
rights to the parking spaces available
on these streets.
"This will be catastrophic to the
hundreds of vendors which serve BC
daily. They will probably have no access to parking when making their
deliveries," Barton said.
The Board of Aldermen will be
voting on the bill and say it is not
targeted for one or more particular
institutions. Alderman W. Arthur
Reilly said, "It is primarily
designated for Newton residents who
live near the MBTA and and are worried about commuters who park on
their streets."
Presently the plan is in the draft
stages. The Board will be taking a
preliminary vote on the issue next
month. "As of now BC faces an
uphill battle against the aldermen,"
commented Barton. "This is why we
are trying to educate the Newton
Tony Falotico A&S '86
Dan Bouvier A&S '86
residents as well as the BC community on the plan. Many town residents
A police officer I know has never unI think it's stupid not to wear a
have no idea of the seriousness of the
buckled
a dead body.
seatbelt. People should wear it with
plan."
or without a law.
Barton began his campaign with
five other local institutions including
Andover-Newton Theological
Seminary, Aquinas Junior College,

police chief has the right to waive the
ordinance at anytime. Graduation
and the Mayor's Prayer Breakfast
will be considered exceptions, but the
football games will not. Neighbors
are concerned and annoyed about the
parking during these games."
Barton cited other organizations
which may be impacted by the $15
fine for illegally parking. Local churches and synagogues may be affected; many who go into church for
services, perhaps for one hour, may

Voices on the Dustbowl

receive a ticket. Under the plan,
residents of Newton who live on a
particular street, may only park on
that street. Residents may be tagged
in their own city.
Barton emphasized, "The problem
lies mainly in Newton Corner and
Newton Centre. Both areas are

densely populated neighborhoods.

There are clusters of dozens of
businesses and local homeowners are
intimidated by the deluge of daily
cars. "

by P.J. Brady and Dan DaSilva

Kelly Kossuth SOM '86
Mark Kazarosian '83 (Grad.)
It makes us feel very secure.

Cathy Papso A&S '86

If it saves one life it's worth it.
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Editorials
Moran Fund Receives Support
The UGBC has established a fund for accident victim Paul Moran, accepting
both cash and point donations in the Eagles' Nest and McElroy 123. The Heights
supports this worthy cause and calls on all members of the Boston College community to contribute in some way.
Moran was struck by an inbound MBTA trolley at approximately 10:30 pm
Friday, October 18 in Brighton near Sutherland Road. He had his right leg amputated above the knee in an operation performed the following day, as well
as sustaining serious head, back, and internal injuries. Although slowly improving, Moran remains in stable condition at Brigham and Women's Hospital.
The Heights congratulates the UGBC and Dining Services for their quick and
hopefully successful effort in this unfortunate situation. Their combined action
reflects positively on the University's ability to constructively respond to tragedy.
Many students incorrectly perceive the UGBC's sole purpose as programming
and student life. This fund shows the more personal side of the organization
and its concern for student needs.
We also hope that Paul makes a swift recovery from his injuries.
When walking through McElroy this week, please think of Moran and don't
forget to donate.

Seat Belts Save Lives
Buckle Up!
For years, signs encouraging seatbelt usage have lined highways across the
United States, yet a great percentage of Americans fail to heed this important
message. However, drivers in Massachusetts will now be forced to fasten their
seat belts every time they get in their cars as a result of legislation signed by Governor Michael S. Dukakis which makes safety belt usage mandatory.
Several states have instituted similiar laws, includingNew York and New Jersey.
While the former's legislation allows police officers to ticket motorists solely
for not wearing seat belts, New Jersey and Massachusetts state troopers can only fine drivers for noncompliance after first pulling them over for another traf-

fic violation.
Although inconveniencing some individuals, the new Massachusetts statute
benefits the entire community, as studies confirm that people wearing safety belts
are less likely to sustain serious injury in automobile accidents. Such a law also
helps slow increases in insurance rates.
The Heights commends Dukakis and motivators of this statute, hoping that
all drivers will remember t0...
Buckle Up!

The Heights Editorial Board welcomes Joanne McAllister
and congratulates her on her election to Assistant to the
Editor.

Section Meetings
News

Sundays, 7:00

Sports

Mondays, 4:00

Review

Mondays, 5:00

Photo

Mondays, 5:00
New Writers Welcome!
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Readr'sForum
Senate Corrects
To the Editor:
Thank you for pointing out that UGBC consists of two distinct branches in your editorial,
"But this just isn't the case." This is an important fact for students to realize. However,
you were wrong in stating that the violations
of the UGBC's constitution which took place
in this year's Senateelections were the fault of
the Senate alone. While the two branches of
UGBC are distinct, they are not entirely
separate. There are duties for which the two
share equal responsibility. One of these is elections. It would be illogical for a government
with two branches to place all of the responsibility for elections for both branches in only
one branch. Theoretically, this would make for
biased and self-serving elections for that one
branch. This is the system which you incorrectly
assumed to be in existence in UGBC.
Had you referred to Part 4-Elections- of the
bylaws, you would have found that the Election Committee Selection Committee is a "joint
Committee" (sec. 3-1 a). It consists of three
members of the Legislative and Executive
Review Committee (LERC) of the Senate, and
"three Executive Branch members appointed
by the President." This committee is directly
responsible for the Election Committee, which
runs the elections. Hence, in the event that the
Election Committee falls apart?which it did
after last spring, it is the equalresponsibility
of the President and the LERC of the Senate
to rectify the situation.
It is unfortunate that last week's editorial incorrectly singled out the Senate as being responsible for the violations which took place. This
inherently casts a cloud over the incoming
Senate elected last week. It deservesbetter than
that. The Heights is particularly powerful at
BC, lacking any on-campus rival. The press is
also notorious for not finding its own mistakes.
I would like to congratulate you for informing the student body of a violation which took
place in its own government through thorough,
factual, and responsible journalism.
...Too bad this wasn't the case.
Barry Pike '86
1985-86 Senate Chairperson

Senate Discord
To the Editor:

Dear Sir:
It ought to be noted that the action taken by
the Arts and Sciences Faculty Senate, and
reported in The Heights for October 7, resolving to invite Professor Daniel Maguire to present a lecture at Boston College was not widely discussed by Arts and Sciences faculty
members prior to the Senate's action. In fact,
if it were not for the article in The Heights,
most faculty members would not have known
about the Senate's action as early as October
7. This is not unusual. It would be true of most,
if not all, Senate actions. It may turn out that
this particular resolution will come to be widely
supported among the faculty, but, as of now,
it appears, according to information I have obtained, that just 21 of the 32 Senate members
were present at the meeting, and the vote on
the resolution was nine in favor, eight opposed, and four abstaining.
In addition, I think that the story heading
that appeared in The Heights misleads readers
concerning what I understand to be the inten-

tion of the resolution's proposers. It does not
appear to have been their intention to invite
Professor Maguire to give a lecture on prochoice; i.e., presenting the viewpoint that under
some conditions the choice to obtain an abortion is morally acceptable within theframework
of Catholic moral thought. The resolution
originallysubmitted to the Senate proposed in-

viting Professor Maguire to lecture "on the
topic of academic freedom and the American
university of Catholic heritage, or some similar

topic," and, I have been told that in its final
form the resolution was to invite Professor
Maguire to talk on a subject within his area of
special competence.

Sincerely,
Francis M. McLaughlin
Associate Professor
Department of Economics

An Apology
To the Editor:

As a member of the Boston College community, I apologize to the people of Brighton
for the reprehensiblebehavior of some Boston
College students who are priveleged to live in
their neighborhoods. Where is it written that
it is a student's right to have weeklyparties that
are so disorderly and out of control that people in the neighborhoods are deprived of a de;ent night's sleep or an evening of peace and
quiet? Where is it written that it is your right
ot urinate from fire escapes and have sex on
your neighbors's stoop (Boston Globe)! Well,
maybe it is not all your fault. Perhaps those
of us who are your parents and leaders should
bear some of the responsibility. Maybe we have
not provided you with a value system that
would make such behavior unthinkable. Maybe
our role model is one that suggests that the only
way to unwind is to get smashed out of one's
head. Perhaps we have been so permissive with
you that you feel you can do whatever you
wish, irrespective of the feelings and rights of
others. 0.X., I'll accept some of the responsibility, but what about you? Must you continue to behave this way? Are you mature
enough to accept the fact that we are all brother
and sister, be we student, parent, teacher or
neightbor? We are all fortunate to be part of
a Boston College community that is dedicated
to the highest moral values. Let our behavior
reflect these values. We have come together to
deepen our understanding of what it means to
be full human and it seems to be that a large
part of being human is that we love our
neighbor and respect his right to peace and
happiness.
Sincerely
Joseph A. Orlando

Associate Professor

Department of Biology

Included in the definition of the word campus is, "part of a university, college or school
that is an educational, spiritual and social entity." Contained within Boston College's campus is indeed both an educational and spiritual
entity. Fueled by the infatigueable efforts of
administrators, Boston College's campus is in
the process of eliminatingitself however, from
the equally important characteristic of remaining a social entity.

A Hypothetical Situation?
It all started with one Coors. Twelve ounces
of trouble in a can. Suddenly, without warning, I was transformed from a fairly normal,
short Italian kid into a raging BC reveler
urinating on Egremont doorways and screaming "We want Peach" loudly out my bedroom
window in the middle of the night.
It must have been the infamous Brighton
metamorphosis that took hold of me, for soon
I had no control over my action. For no apparent reason I raced over to Corey Rd. and
had fun with several loud BC females on the
steps of the apartment buildings, while many
angry Brighton residents looked on.
Next, I jumped into my Toyota Celica, which
was triple parked in the middle of Cummings
Rd., and began driving on the sidewalks chasing after the hard working, insomnia stricken
residents of Brighton, and their small hard
working children. With my "Eddie Albert Sings
America's Best" tapeblaring out into the street,
I stopped my car in the middle of theroad and
threw several cans, bottles and jagged pieces

A Close Call

viting. If not there are going to be an awful lot
of Boston College graduates with unnecessary
police records.
Casey Roberts '86

Bear With Parking
To the Editor:

In response to your letter of October 3,1985
(left on my car's windshield):
Thank you for informing me that I was parked illegally?l was worried about it! You know,
of course, I choose my illegal parking spaces
very carefully?always searching for the optimum inconvenience of others. I wonder, did
you visit every car parked illegally on lower
campus and leave them similar notes? You must
not have better things to do, eh? Please be patient with the commuters ?some of them are
your professors! It is not our fault that the construction area of the new garageoccupies about
200 valuable parking spaces. We are not happy with the fact that we pay yearly to park on
campus, yet the number of cars always exceeds
the number of spaces. We anxiously await the
day when parking will not be such a hassle. In
the meantime I do not think it impertinent to
ask that the residents bear with us and keep
your snide notes from littering windshields.
After all, we don't leave notes on your doors
accusing you of taking a housing spot that
could have been ours. Remember, Boston College was a commuter school before the people
from New York and New Jersey invaded.
Enough said!?
J. Day
A&S '86

The Allston/Brighton Blues
by

Paul Cloos

// begins innocently enough on Egremont...
"Say, Bobby, what do you say we point the
stereo speakers out the window, play some fine
American rock music, and go out and throw
a football around in the street," Jimmy says,

pushing his BC baseball cap back on his head.
"Gee, Jimmy, that sounds like good clean
fun, a chance to get away from the tedium of
study and work out the frustrations of going
to a school that's having a football season worthy only of Pee Wee Herman," Bobby replies,
receiving a football across the room from
Jimmy.

"But won't that infringe on our neighbors'
rights to peace and privacy, rights guarenteed
under the US Constitution?" Bobby goes on,
the cool light of reason now shining on him.
"As we well know, many of our neighbors are
elderly in-bred complainers who wish their lives
be devoid of anything more exciting than
bran flakes. Should we really do this thing?"
"Yes," Jimmy affirms, "it would be so 'colto

lege.'

To the Editor:

Commentary

by Mike Santagata

The Boston College alcohol policy is
realistically and quite simply coercing students
off-campus. A variety of problems have emerged from this weekly migration. Most notably
an array of complaints ranging in seriousness
from the inconsiderate to the insane, have been
submitted by area residents naming BC students
the culprits.
The Boston Police are now taking steps to
assure these complaints will stop. Reported on
October 23 in the Boston Globe, Area D Commander Evans of the Boston Police claims, "if
it takes locking the kids up we'll do it. I'm not
adverse to that." That's very nice Commander
Evans, I'm sure you're not adverse to that. In
fact, I have an inkling you would rather enjoy
that. The Boston Globe article continues to
point out that a "gang squad" comprised of
several Boston Police willpatrol the Egremont
Road area. The word "gang" could easily be
replaced by the word "goon" as I am not entirely certain as to the discretionary tactics
which will be employed by this elite squad.
The Boston College alcohol policy does not
work. There is absolutely no reason why a
Boston College student should be subjected to
threats, possible arrest, and the subsequent
judicial action merely because he/she attends
a school where the campus is not considered
an area in which to socialize.
The campus is designed expressly for the
students and their needs. The campus is where
problems should be allowed to arise and to be
dealt with accordingly. The campus is where
the Boston College student belongs in achieving educational, spiritual and social endeavors.
The administration must stop postponing the
problem, accept their responsibility to the
students and make the campus once again in-

"

With that, the two young men play football
in the street, with beers at curbside and much
college-like frivolity ensuing.

** * *
Later that night...
A paa-tee rages on in the self-same Egremont
apartment building. Students stream in, kegs
are tapped, loud music, plaster-shattering fun
all around.
"This is awesome," Bobby says to Jimmy
in the living-room-cum-dance-floor.
"What?" Jimmy screams across Aretha singing "Freeway of Love."
"I said this is great," Bobby yells back to
Jimmy as he joins a dance line that traverses
the apartment led by a short, dark-haired
Irishman who drives a make-believe cadillac on.
an improvised "Freeway of Love."
A little later, Jimmy meets Bobby in the kitchen for a somewhat quiet talk.
"Bobby, it seems to mcc that we're having
too much fun here. As Letterman says, 'more
fun than humans should be allowed to have.'
Doesn't it bother you that many of the people
here are probably under the legal drinking age
and that we could be held liable if they drink
too much and do something stupid?" Jimmy
inquires, for some reason thinking about the
ramifications of such fun. "And you know the
Dean of Students Office says that we're bound
to uphold the proper Boston College image."
"I thought we were?" Jimmy posits. "You
know we are only young and free this once. We
have to make the most of it. In two years I'll
be married to Suzy and will be driving my station wagon to the convenience store."
"Well said, Jimmy," Bobby says,"A
Madonna song's coming on the stereo, let's join
the girls on the dance floor for what might be
the beginnings of meaningless sexual relations."

of metal close to the hard working Brighton
resident's car tires.
The next thing I knew I was yelling abusive
language at a wild party that was scheduled for
the Sheraton Ballroom, but changed its location to Egremont at the last minute due to an
altercation that arose concerning the after dinner champagne.
After giving beer to many underaged
freshman, which immediately caused them to
throw up all over Brighton, I parked my car
in the middle of Comm. Aye. and walked to
my apartment on Egremont Rd., smashing the
large glass door as I entered. I then threw up
in the hallway, then went inside and turned up
my new Wayne Newton album. After playing
both sides three times I urinated out the window and went to bed.
Fortunately this story is only fictitious, but
it could happen if we continue to let our offcampus students continue to abuse alcohol and
their hard working neighbors. You can have
fun off-campus without booze, parties, sex
** * *
music, screaming, littering and illegal parking.
on
Main
having
at
the
fun
we're
Meanwhile
at
a
neighborhood
meeting
Just look
A liston/Brighton residents...
Campus.

:

of

"I tell you their nuts, these kids," says
58-year-old Bernard Exaggerate, speaking as
loudly as he can without losing his teeth and
leaning on his cane in the crowed room.
"They scream, they throw beer bottles out
windows, they play that loud music, form
human pyramids on the sidewalk and just the
other day, I tell you, I saw five or six of them
having an orgy on my front steps, for God's
sake. It was disgusting."
"Yes, I saw that too," says Alfred "I'm
an Old Pervert Who Loved Every Minute of
It" Calzone in a Peter Lorry voice.
"And just the other day," continues Exaggerate, clearing phlegm from his various channels, "one of these BC animals threw a feather
pillow from a window and did $2000 in damage
to my '72 Corolla. I know, I just had it appraised by my friend Zak the mechanic."
"I appreciate all your complaints," says BC's
community affairs director in a diplomatic
monotone. "But you have to realize that these
off-campus students are autonomous individuals with liberties we can't really infringe
upon. Their public urination and wayword
drunkenness come Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights are somewhat beyond our control.
It's a tenuous position for us to prosecute these
students. Nevertheless we are sending BC
cruisers into the area to slap wrists."
*#

Meanwhile
newspaper...

at

**

the major metropolitan

"Stop the presses! Stop the presses!" yells
the front-page editor, almost dropping his
cigar.
"What? What is it?" asks the printer, hitting the emergency stop lever marked "BC
Dirt."
"We've got dirt on BC," says the editor.
"Neighbors are complaining about student
rowdiness off-campus. Good stuff, good color, good undertone of tragedy and defemation
of image."
"Should I set the usual BC drinking
headline?" asks the printer.
"No, make it 'BC revelers' something," the
wide-eyed editor says.
"But isn't that unfair to lump all students
together as 'revelers' and won't it perpetuate
a slanted view of BC as a haven for drunken
Irish Roman Catholics?" the printer asks, for
some reason thinking about the ramifications
of all this.
"How long have you been working here?"
barks the editor. "Set it in type!"

** * *
Meanwhile at a UGBC board meeting...
"I have a problem," says the programming
director, slicking back his hair.

** * *
the paa-tee...
The Dean of Students makes like Greenpeace
and goes after toxic waste. Incognito, he wears
a CB shell over a Benneton rugby shirt...

Back

at
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Opinions Vary On Passage of Seat Belt Law
by April Pancella

Following the lead of several other
states, Governor Michael S. Dukakis
Tuesdaysigned a mandatory seat belt
bill into law.

The law requires all passengers of
a vehicle, whether in the front or
back seat, to wear a seatbelt. Offenders will receive a $15 noncriminal fine. It can only be enforced as a secondary offense; that is
passengers can only be checked if
pulled over for another offense.
Because it is a "non-criminal" fine.

I

there will be no insurance penalties.
In contrast, the New York State law
considers it a primary offense
(seatbelt checks can be made) and the
belts only have to be worn in the
front seat.

belts. Also, policemen, mailmen, and
deliverymen travelling at 15 miles per
hour or less are exempt. Certain
medical disabilities will be reasons for
exemptions with a note from a
physician.

Since the law has been passed,
Cars without seatbelts must not be
equipped with them. Safety belts are there have been many calls from the
now part of the yearlyinspections of residents of Massachusetts opposing
it. However, prior to its institution,
automobiles in this state.
three studies, done by the Boston
However, there are certain exemptions from the law. Cars made before University School of Medicine, the
Seatbelt Coalition and the DepartJuly 1, 1966, and certain recreational
ment of Public Health, showed 65°70
not
seat
vehicles which are
built with
belt are not required to have safety of the public supported the bill.
Spokesman for the Executive Office of Public Safety Jeff Grossman
explained these studies are more conclusive than the phone calls being
received now. He said he believes this
law reflects the desirefor safety from
everyone, including college students.
"We certainly hope that college
students will obey. It is a law, and it's
for the benefit of everyone. It is a
measure of protection that could save
lives."
CVS/pharmacy, your discount health and
The student reaction on campus
beauty aid store has openings for responsihas
been mixed. "Seatbelts have been
ble individuals in our downtown Boston loproven to be safe," said freshman
cations.
Allison Baker. "I think it's wise to
? REGULAR WAGE REVIEWS
use them to protect themselves. It
shouldn't
be mandatory, though.
? EXCELLENT BENEFITS
People should know that it's smart
? EMPLOYEE DISCOUNTS
to wear a seatbelt. It's their own
? FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS
choice."
? PRESCRIPTIONS AT STORE COST
Other underclassmen agreed with
Baker. Freshman Courtney McDonApply anytime to our Downtown
nald said, "A car is a person's private
property and private space. Entering
Boston Locations.
one's car and being forced to wear
A Division ol Melville Corp Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
a seatbelt is a direct violation of
privacy and an infringement of our
rights. However, people should care
enough about themselves to wear a

jgj|^CVS/pharm^jjjjg |
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seatbelt, but it is not someone else's
business, especially the government's,
to tell them to do so."

This opinion is challenged by upperclassmen, who tend to favor the

law. "After being a teenager and
reflecting on all the stupid things I've
done, and, luckily, making it
through, I've come to see that wearing a seatbelt is a simple precautionary measure to save a life," said
juniorRebecca Spector. "No matter
how far I go, I wear my seatbelt and
make the people who ride with me
wear one, also. I'm glad it's going to
be enforced now, but I'm also glad

it won't affect me and I won't be
fined."
Graduate student and seminarian
from St. John'sPaul McManus said
he believes, "If it saves one life it's
worth it."
The law may also impact other
methods of protection. "Theinstallation of the seatbelt law will result in
the decline of mandatory installation
of airbags in cars, which, together
with seat belts, would be even more
effective in saving lives," said student
Sue Callahan. "If a high percentage
of states pass such seat belt laws, the
number of states requiring air bags
will be fewer."

'85 Grad Hit By Subway
by

John Morrier

A 1985 Boston College graduateis
in stable condition in the
neurosurgical intensive care unit at
New York's Bellevue Hospital after
being pushed in front of a subway
train Tuesday.
Catherine Costello, 22, was returning home from work when Mary
Ventura allegedlypushed her in front
of a southbound D train at the Times
Square BMT station, according to a
page one New York Times story
Wednesday.

Ventura, 19, was charged with attempted murder and first degree
assault. Ventura and Costello were
strangers. Another passenger detained Ventura until police arrived.
Ventura was released last month
from psychiatric care at King's County Medical Center. Her discharge
followed a court hearing during
which her doctors argued against her
release.

She is undergoing psychiatric
evaluation at Bellevue Hospital until her November 21 appearance in

Manhattan District Court.
Costello suffered a fractured right
leg and left arm, severe head injuries
and a shattered eye socket, according
to the Times. A team of doctors, including neurosurgeons, plastic and
orthopedic surgeons operatedfor 21
hours. Fifteen hours were spent spent
reconstructing Costello's eye socket.
She has retained vision in both eves.
"Sofar as we know, her vital signs
are stable and there are no complications, but it is too soon to tell how
she is doing neurologically," said
neurologist Joan Wojack, MD, told
the Times. Nancy Broadway, a
Bellevue spokesperson reported
Costello was "being monitored, and

resting comfortably."

Costello lives with her aunt, uncle
and grandmother in Breezy Point,
NY. University Chaplain Rev. John
Dineen, SJ, last week called former
BC professor Rev. Patrick Samway,
SJ, now a Manhattan resident, who
got in touch with the family in New
York. Dineen also said the NY area
Alumni Association has contacted
the family to offer assistance.
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Are the Jesuits Changing With The Times?
Editor's Note: Thisis the thirdpart
of a series dealing with therole of the
Jesuits at Boston College today. The
first part considered their role in
academics; the second part addressed their influence on policy. This part
will discuss their changing role in the
campus life of BC the future of the
society at BC.

of lifestyle would

'A few are concerned for
the preservation of tradition, and feel that growth
was not inevitable.'
Professor Fred Adelmann,

Brady

by Veronica Noonan

Since the early years of Boston
College, the role of the Jesuits has
evolved to adapt to the changes in the
University and the environment, according to Philosophy Professor Fred
Adelmann, SJ. Moreover, the goals
of the Society of Jesus as a whole
have adapted to the modern needs of
the world, that is, social justice
issues.
What has this adaptation meant
for the campus life at BC?
Adelmann reflected on his many
years at BC and said these
sociological changes evolved "from
a congerese of things, not just one
factor." According to Adelmann,
approximately 10 to 15 years ago,
while the University was growing and
expanding, it developed into a
separate incorporation, and the
Jesuits no longer owned it. He explained this was a major
psychological factor leading to the
less dominating presence of the
Jesuits today. They became a more
autonomous body.

As the University grew in population and prestige, it allowed the individual departments to seek the best
professors. At the same time, the
Jesuit provincial head no longer appointed Jesuits to teaching
assignments, rather, they had to compete with the laymen recruited by the
University. This greatly benefitted the
University and students, and "many
of the Jesuits enjoyed the competition, but it did place a burden on the
older Jesuits who still knew the old
ways," according to Adelmann.

visible in campus life.'

P.byJ.

in their orientation to today's changed society, several minority group
leaders on campus do not agree that
the adaptations are as effective.
Concerning the Gay-Lesbian
Society ofBoston College. University

be considered

and tried to take over, screamPJ- here
ing, 'this is a private university.' "

Black Student Forum
President Tiffanye Warren
?

Phot
"There is no turning back
sociological evolution. We've accepted it as a good thing, and we are
trying to adjust to it," he said. "Most
of the Jesuits like the growth, while
some would have preferred it to go
slower. A few are concerned for the
preservation of tradition, and feel
that growth was not inevitable.
"We're gettingout new things, [to
adapt], but we may not be as fast as
we could be in developing them.''
Adelmann said the role of the
Chaplaincy office has adjusted
similarly, and commended its participation in programs such as Haiti
and Appalachia. He agreed this
parallels the Jesuit evolution to concern for social justice issues. He
specifically praised University
Chaplain John Dineen, SJ, who has
"gone to visit Paul Moran in the
hospital everyday since the accident,"
adding that such missions are one of
many jobs of the Chaplaincy.
The contributions of the Jesuits are
"oriented to fit the times," according
to Theology Professor John Hennessy, SJ. He said considering the
major changes on many levels, it is
difficult for the order to make drastic
changes; therefore, they are not totally uniform. However, he said he is
impressed by the younger Jesuits and
their concern for social justice issues.
While the Jesuits take great pride

Brady

'They are just not

not

morally accepted."
Junior Denise Pacquin, a member
of BC's lesbian community, said
"The Jesuits are trying to make us
invisible by not recognizing us as a
club. They're not dealing with it."
"[The Jesuits] fall back on the
Catholic dogma of the Pope against
homosexuality and lesbianism, but
I'm sure they'd be damned if he came

by

Phot
President J. Donald Monan, SJ,
said, "Homosexualityis a fact of life
whether in the city, town, or university, whether Catholic or not. They
are not recognized as a club as a
reflection of the fact that that form

Pacquin said she thinks the Jesuits
are "afraid" of the opinions of the
alumni and the other conservative
Catholics associated with BC. "If
[these people] found out that the
Gay/Lesbian Society was recognized,
and their contribution money was being used by that organization, they
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Panel Describes Mental Effects of Abortion
extreme to another. No women is left
unmarked by her decision to abort

by Kerry McLaughlin

"There's always a pain deep inside. You think because the baby's
gone the problem is gone, it's not
true," said Debbie Kenney, a participant in a panel discussion entitled
"Abortion: Its Psychological
Impact."
Although abortion has been legal
for the past 12 years, this has not
minimized the personal hell many
women have gone through after having an abortion. Kenney and two
other women discussed these reactions, which vary greatly from one

ual pleasure. Stemming from this
may be violence or anger they feel
towards the baby's father.

O'Leary said that for many women

the initial reaction is one of relief.
The stress of the decision is over and
they believe they will never have to
think of the abortion again.
However, human nature makes this
impossible.
A denial period in which the
women block out reality commonly
follows this first reaction. Still other
women fall into acute depression, or
worse, self-destructive behavior. As
a means of compensation many
women will punish themselves
through drug or alcohol abuse or by
denying themselves any further sex-

her baby.
The other panelists were Leslie
Collins, RN who has been Director
of Pregnancy Help, a program of the
Archdiocese of Boston for the past
two and half years, and Dale
O'Leary, currently Media Director
for the Massachusetts Citizens for
Life in Newton, and author of the
soon to be published book, Effect of
Abortion on Women.
In their work both O'Leary and
Collins have encountered a wide
variety of psycological effects.

The symptoms do not stop there;
they can be life shattering. Psycotic
behavior, such as impulse spending,
manic depression, kleptomania,
suicide, and mental illness, has been
linked to abortion. These women
have not been able to deal with their
actions, and. as O'Leary stated,
' 'They realize they have killed their
baby and immediately begin to
grieve."
O'Leary related an extreme example of psycotic behavior by a woman
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unable to cope with her abortion.
This woman believed her dead baby

had been dumped down the drain and
was in the sewer system. To be closer
to her child, she let herself degenerate
to the point where she no longer took
care of herself. She no longer cared
about personal hygiene or dressing
presentablybecoming what she considered a "sewer-like" person would
be and accepted a job working in the
sewers. Through counseling the root
of her behavior was discovered.
Not all cases are so extreme. A
more common case is the "replacement baby." Some women, unable to
confront their immense feelings of
guilt and loss after their abortion, are
compelled to get pregnant soon after.
This baby replaces the aborted one
for them and alleviates their guilt.
Other women feel they are going
to be punished somewhere along the
line, make crisis periods especially
difficult for them. They view a death
in the family, personal tragedies, or
the inability to get pregnant again are
the result of their abortion. Personal
failures may also be interpreted this
way by many women.
An example of this is a young
woman who felt she must have an
abortion to finish school and later
fails in some aspect of her career. She
is constantly tortured wondering if
the abortion was worthwhile. Such
women put intense amounts of
pressure upon themselves to succeed.
Kenney, who herself had an abortion four years ago and is currently
involved in a support group, related
her personal experiences. She said she
went through a period of anger in
which she blocked everyone out,
which was accompanied by an extreme sense of guilt. She burst into
tears when looking at a baby and also
felt she would be punished one day.
"I believed God was going to get me
back some day," she said.
However, God did not turn out to
be a force "out to get her," rather
it was religion which enabled her to
put her life back together again, she
said. Both Collins and O'Leary
agreed the realization that God will
forgive anyone is the key to many
women'srecoveries. O'Leary said she
has noticed it is especially difficult for
Catholic women to accept this
because they believe they have condemned themselves to hell and cannot alter this fact.
The panelists believe an abortion
is more traumatic than a pregnancy
due to rape or incest. O'Leary said
she strongly considers an abortion
worse in both instances because
women who carry the child to term
do not for the most part deteriorate
psycologically. In fact, in the case of
rape pregnancies, the women often
feel they have conquered the rape by
having the courage to have the child.
An incest victim is already so damaged psycologically she does not need
the added burden of an abortion,
said O'Leary.
The discussion was sponsored by
the Boston College Pro-Life
Coalition.
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Democrats Campaign For Student Support
by

states to begin the Campus Outreach
program. The increased attention was
partly due to the percentage of
students that voted Republican in recent elections.

Jean McMillan

Seven Democratic congressmen
visited Boston area colleges and
universities to launch their Campus
Outreach program aimed at students
who voted Republican in the last
presidential election.
"We have 118 colleges and universities. This state is a mecca for young
people," said Governor Michael S.
Dukakis, during a press conference
at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel last
Monday. As part of the Democratic
National Campus Outreach Day, he
announced that informing and involving students would be one of the
top priorities for the Massachusetts
Democrats.

"In light of the experiencethat we
had in '84 where nationally students
in the 18 to 24 age group went 60%
for Ronald Reagan," said Atkins.
"In Massachusetts, while the figure
was substantially lower than that,
students did not turn out in anywhere
near the numbers, particularly for the
Democratic national ticket, although
for our state ticket, students tended
to support the state officials very
heavily."

Organizing Democratic groups on
campuses and setting up training programs for anyone interested in working on campaigns are two of the programs which Atkins said the
Democrats will be working on. They

Democratic State Chairman Chet
Atkins explained the national
Democratic Party decided to send 50
members of Congress to 12 different

are also planning to set up a student
news service to increase Democratic
representation in college media.
"One of the things that's been
almost an unrecognizedactivity over
the last year is the enormous efforts
of the Republican National Party, the
state party, and also a number of
very conservative foundations that
have last year pumped a half a
million dollars just into campus
newspapers and campus information," said Atkins. "We want to
make sure that students have the opportunity to get a Democratic viewpoint as well."
Although Representative Edward
Markey had to return to Washington,
the other sixrepresentatives were present at the press conference. University of Massachusetts (UMass),
Framingham State College, Harvard
University, and Northeastern Univer-

Students Question Jesuits' Role
from

page 7

might not want to give anymore. It's
all political."
And like any other "political

organizations," the leaders need to
hear the voice of the people to
change, Pacquin said. Therefore, the
group is applying for club recognition
through the Office of Student Programs and Resources (OSPAR). Pacquin discussed the difficulties she has
encountered in the process, "The administration stalls and passes it
along, and it's taking ten times as
long as any other application would.
No one wants to face it. And that's
going to happen until it gets to
Monan, then he can't ignore it."
Pacquin specifically named the Acting Director of OSPAR, as one of
those obstacles. "Bill Thompson is
utterly afraid of the 'powers that be,'
using his own words. He's afraid of
those who oppose lesbianism."

According to Pacquin, there are
some Jesuits who support GayLesbian right, however, she is not
aware of any on BC campus.
Similarly, Black Student Forum
President Tiffanye Warren said the
Jesuits could help with the integration of blacks into the community
much more than they do.
"They are involved with the Martin Luther King Scholarship committee, which recognizes an outstanding
junior. But I'm not aware of any
other activities they've been committed to.
"If they do [have other activities,]
it's with the faculty and administration, not the students."
In addition, Warren said that BC's
reputation as a "Jesuit school" is
commercial misrepresentation.
"There's not that much of an impression on the student body as a whole,
not only blacks. They are just not
visible in campus life."

Adelman maintains, though, that
the spirit of BC present in the past
prevades yet today. He defined that
spirit as one of friendliness, where
people like people and the campus is
friendly. "The spirit eminates from
Christianity, but also from the
wonderful feelings toward other
faiths on campus."
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sity were the schools visited.

Ohio Representative Marcie Kaptur identified the concerns of UMass
students as those regarding jobs in
the future, paying off student loans,
and reforming the tax systems to
make it fair for the middle class. At
Harvard, according to Kaptur, issues
of domestic and international
economies, as well as global peace
were addressed.
"I was really impressed with the
seriousness of students," she
remarked
Barabara B. Kennelly, of Connecticut, gave her impressions of her day
at Framingham State College. "Over
the past few years Ronald Reagan has
really dominated politics in this country and the students were really asking 'Who are you and what do you
stand for?' "
Following the brief speeches and
questions, the congressmen were
available for discussion. Several
agreed students voted for the can-

didate in the 1984 Presidential election, not the' party.
Congressman Don Edwards, of
California, said Reagan's ability to
communicate and the Republican
resources, which greatly exceeded the
Democratic funds and allowed them
more television publicity, helped the
Republicans in their cause.
Peter J. Visclosky stated that he
believes a majority of the people in
his district voted for the candidate.
Of the 43% percent of the people in
his district who voted for Reagan,
about 71% voted for Visclosky in the
state elections.
Kennelly agreed with her fellow
congressmen on this point and said
that Gary Hart would be a "serious
candidate" in the 1988 Presidential
election. Kennelly, who said she was
responsible for nominating Geraldine
Ferraro for vice president in 1984,
hinted that Dukakis may be in the
Kennelly said he was "very close" to
being vice president last election.
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ZBC Celebrates Five Years of Modern Rock
recalls, "It was my favorite songs,
followed by his favorite songs,
WZBC, Boston College's radio followed by her favorite songs."
There were many problems with
station, is celebrating a five year
this carefree format. The station
anniversary.
Although there is not a specific day lacked identity. It was diffused,
to commemorate, it was around this without focus and in desperate need
time, 1980, that WZBC mandated the of an image. Said Herliahy, "We
concepts of Modern Rock and No didn't even penetrate people's con-

by Joanne McAllister

sciousness." Herliahy, who has been
a member of the ZBC for the past
five years, wanted a "better profile
with more impact."
In 1980, the hierarchy of ZBC
noticed many college radio stations
in the vicinity were equipped with the
one thing ZBC lacked?cohesion.
The first step toward creating a
Dave Herliahy, unified identity was the issuing of the

Commercial Potential. Beneath these
two catchy phrases lies the infrastructure of ZBC.
To appreciate the importance of
the change in ZBC, three things must
be explained: Modern Rock, No
Commercial Potential and ZBC
pre-1980. The radio station before
the 1980's is easy to explain. Disk
jockey (DJ),

No Commercial Potential [NCP]
mandate. The mandate explained the
meaning of No Commercial
Potential ?"it is the programming
which isn't geared to the mass appeal
philosophy of commercial radio."
Herliahy said the NCP "gave us

definition." This granted DJs
unlimited creativity in broadening the
musical selection to include bands
that Herliahy calls "a little to the left
of the commercial center." More
specifically, the station could now
play artists of independent labels that
other radio stations would not touch.
Many of the bands that ZBC aired
five years ago are now heard on the
whole FM spectrum. ZBC was the
first American station to play
...
.......??.?\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0iiiiiiiiiiilllli
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Modern English songs and the band
now does promotionals for the station. Adam Ant gave his first
American interview over ZBC's airwaves. Other bands such as, The
Psychadelic Furs, R.E.M., Echo and
the Bunnymen, and Tears for Fears
have visited to express their

appreciation.
About five years ago, a man named Sting was here begging ZBC
listeners to go see his band The Police
at the Rat. Herliahy was one of about
19 in the audience.
Besides NCP, the mandate issued
five years ago stressed the need for

"some logical thread... a thematic
connection" to affirm the station's
identity. This nexus is in the form of
Modern Rock. The basic, fundamental defintion of Modern Rock, according to Program Director, Lou Cioci
is, "modern?as in new, and rock
as in any music with a beat."
However, ZBC is not that basic
and fundamental. It is the thinking
person's radio station, said Ciaci.
?

Songs are not arbitrarily played one
after the other. At ZBC a continuity

is maintained although at times it
may seem obscure. For example, a
Frank Sinatra number might be
followed by Iggy Pop. According to
Cioci, "it shows that Modern Rock
is not entirely a new thing." With
their new format came a new
slogan?"Rock for People Who
Know."
With the changes came some tension in the studio but what Herliahy
remembers most was the tremendous
excitement which accompanies doing
something brand new. Current Station Manager, Peter Connolly
believes the change of style has paid
off. "I think that we are becoming
more accepted by the students than
in the past."
However, Connolly did add,
"We're certainly not considered
mainstream or whatever you want to
call it." Herliahy is more confident,
sardonically stating, "people will
eventually catch up."
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Semester Off Is Good Idea, Say Students
by

Boston College juniors,while working full time to pay for rent and other
costs. She finally decided taking time
off was an "excitingnotion, but kind

Jean McMillan
"I think they thought I flipped,"

was how Erin Evans described the

reaction of fellow students when they
discovered that Evans would not be
returning to school the next semester.
Although it is not a common occurrence on campus, some students,
for one reason or another, think
about leaving school for a period of
time.
University Registrar Louise
Lonabocker said that about 100
students fill out a leave of absence
form each year; however, it is difficult to determine exactly how many
of those are actually students taking
time off to return at a later date.
Junior Christina O'Day entered
her freshmen year in the School of
Nursing and pursued this course for
three semesters before deciding in the
end of her second year that she did
not want to be a nurse. However,
following the relief of this decision
was the anxietyfiguring out what she
planned to do.
O'Day considered taking this present semester off. "All summer I
debated back and forth," said
O'Day. "It was a hard decision to
make, probably one of the hardest
I've ever had to make."
When O'Day chose to leave the
School of Nursing, she sought out
answers from counselors and deans.
"I talked to everybody and everbody
?\u25a0

\u25a0

1

-

everything and come home." Evans
left for Christmas break last year
with no intention of returning. "My
main thought was that I was going

'What's a semester compared
to the rest of your life?'
?Junior Christina O'Day

of unrealistic." O'Day is now in the to the University of Colorado at
School of Education and is a teaching Boulder."
Students, page 12
assistant at a nearby school.
Evans said her parents and their
Although content with her deci?
RESUMES ?
sion, she admitted, "I still wonder if
I should have taken the semester
FAST, RELIABLE, PERSONALIZED SERVICE
off."
One mile from Boston College
"What's a semester compared to
? Professionally Written
i the rest of your life?" concluded'\u25a0\u25a0
Typeset - Typed - Printed
?
O'Day.
Edited
?
& Formatted
"I had dug a hole for myself and
? Word Processed Cover Letters
it kept getting deeper," said Evans.
? Typing of Term Papers, etc.
Feelings of depression and lack of
going
to
Backed by 18 years experience
ambition set in. "I was
it."
partying
school and
and that was
During this time Evans phoned her
ADVOCATE RESUME/LETTER SERVICE
parents in Santa Monica, California
72 Langley Road, Newton Centre (at Union St.)
often. Finally after many phone con244-0447
versations, "They said pack up
?

Ann Nordstrom Dec '86

had a different opinion," she said.
According to O'Day, som? took it
lightly and said "go ahead" while
others considered it "abnormal."
The most helpful, she said, was the
dean who said that ultimately it was
her decision.
O'Day said her father was worried
she would never go back to school if
she took time off and told her if she
left school, her living expenses would
be her responsibility. She considered
living with her present roomates, four
L
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Scotch 'n Sirloin
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Exclusive B.C. Rep:
Call Mary Ellen
254-5314
GREAT X-MAS GIFT!

BLESSED SACRAMENT
FATHERS AND BROTHERS (S.S.S)

Religious communities are a lot like you
and me. As we look around, we see people
who resemble us in many ways?physical
features, shared feelings and human experiences, common goals?and yet who are
very different from us in their individuality,
too. We are defined as persons by that
which we share with the rest of people, and
by that which distinguishes us from others.
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In .i.
the
Catholic «\Church
there are hun, religious
communities, or orders.
dreds
of
_.
These groups of 'religious men and
women have come out of a common tradi, ? II terms "the
?
lion?what Pope
John Paul
-!\u25a0\u25a0*,,
consecrated life ?andj ?\u25a0.
thus u
have much\u25a0- in \u25a0
common (the vows, community living,
, and
a share in the Church
s mission of
,
spreading6 the Kingdom
of God).
6
But each religious community has
something which marks it out as distinct
from the others, too. This charism (or gift
of the Holy Spirit) is each community's
unique ideal or spirit which, when added to
the whole, manifests the richness of the
mystery of salvation in Jesus Christ. It is
fitted, like a single piece of colored stone into a mosaic, to form part of the bigger picture of Jesus Christ today.
The Congregation of the Blessed Sacrament (or the Blessed Sacrament Fathers and
Brothers) is a relatively new and small community among the Church's religious
orders. The Congregation was founded in
the year 1856 by Saint Peter-Julian
Eymard, popularly known as "the Apostle
of the Eucharist," to promote awareness of
and appreciation for the eucharistic
Presence of the risen Lord. From its humble beginnings in Paris, France, the Congregation today numbers 1200 members in
approximately 34 nations worldwide. God
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Contact: Brother Zeegers s.ss.
1335 West Harrison Street
Chicago. Illinois 60607
(312)243-7400

The Blessed Sacrament Fathers and Brothers
??^??

Theatres/Museums
Sack Theatres
Showcase Cinema
Dinner Theatres
Ballet
Philharmonic
Kennedy Museum
Museum of Science
Children's Museum
Other
Car Wash
Parking

Unos
Magic Pan

Brigham's
Arby's
Bakeries
Deli's
Italian
Chinese
Recreation
Car Rental

American Airlines
Vacation Condos

Cruises

MANY MORE!

Hotels

Price: $25.00
Small Book: $6.00

Valid to 12/1/86
SHARE WITH A ROOMMATE!

Thinking About Social Change?
Why Not Do Something About It.
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Other Eating

has blessed the work of the Congregation
enormously in its first century-and-aquarter of life and labor on behalf of the

Kingdom.
What distinguishes the Blessed Sacrament Fathers and Brothers is their intense
love for the Eucharist. Certainly, the
Eucharist belongs to the entire Church, but
the Priests and Brothers of the Congregal' on have accepted a special charge
8 from the
Church~_to be, contemporary apostles of~. the
-.
-.. _~
Eucharist and of euchanstic living. The
The
.
D
*..
~
Rule
ideal is
puts it this way: "Our
ofLife
,
,
»
to live the Y.
Euchanstic Mystery to the fullest
and to make._.
clear its significance so
,-, that the
-~
of Christ may come.... (1)
Kingdom
'
r
the Euchanstic Mystery to .-.its
, Living
,
,
?: \u25a0?. "
means
every
developing
possible
fullest
."
?
dimension of the Eucharist. Through a love
for the Liturgy and for prayer before the
Blessed Sacrament, through a life of
brotherly concern in community, and
through a life of service and of dedication
to justice and peace, Blessed Sacrament
Fathers and Brothers seek to show all of us
how fulfilling and demanding life lived in
the light of the Eucharist can be!
The Congregation of the Blessed Sacrament has nine local communities throughout the United States. Since coming to New
York City in 1900, the Blessed Sacrament
Fathers and Brothers have expanded their
witness and ministry to Chicago,
Cleveland, Albuquerque, San Antonio, Salt
Lake City, and other cities and towns.
The fire of eucharistic zeal still burns in
the hearts of those who have followed in the
footsteps of Saint Peter-Julian Eymard.
New generations of apostles of the
Eucharist continue his work and inspiralion, so that all Christians might be more
genuinely men and women of the Eucharist.
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friends were supportive. Evans'
brother had taken a semester off
before and eventually graduated
from college.
During her time off, she said she
took a few computer courses, but
mainly, "I concentrated 100% on
myself. I thought about who I was
and what I wanted to be like." Evans
filled out the application for the
University of Colorado, but never
mailed it.

ACORN is Hiring Community
Organizers to Work in Low and
Moderate Income Neighborhoods

INFORMATION SESSION
Wednesday, November 6
5-7 PM Gasson Hall Rm. 202
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Students Share Feelings on Taking Time Off
admitted that she had never heard of
someone at BC taking a semester off.
Evans currently lives off campus
"l guess I finally realized BC was
no longer considers transferring.
and
my school if I worked at it," stated
motivation," she said, ad"I
have
back
to
By
coming
BC,
she
Evans.
said she would feel like she would ding that even her grades have imhad overcome her problems. "I proved. BC has not really changed.
wanted to finish it, I did not want to "I think I changed," said Evans.
Financial difficulties led Ann
cop out."
to leave BC for a
not
return
Nordstorm
When she did
after that
Christmas break, some of her friends semester. While her two roomates
at BC "worried that I really had gone were completing their second
over the edge." She said some found semester as sophomores, Nordstrom
it strange that someone would decide was busy painting and stripping
houses.
to return home after finally enjoying
Despite these circumstances, Nordthe freedom of college. Even Evans
Mcontinuedfrom page 11

strom said she gained from the experience. "I grew up," said Nordstrom, adding, "All of a sudden at
age 18 or 19, I was responsible for
paying my own way."

Since her schedule and her
roomates' often did not match, she
said she did not see a lot of them, admitting, "It got kind of lonely."
By living with BC students and
playing club water polo, Nordstrom
was not completely cut off from the
student life. However, working 40
hours a week outside in the winter
made her somewhat envious ofother
students. "It makes you appreciate

school a hell of a lot more."
Nordstrom said she had no problem with the paper work involved.
All she had to do was fill out a leave
of absence form at the registrar's office and complete a readmit form
upon return.

"It was probably the easiest part,"
said Nordstrom.
Bill Landers experienced some of
the same feelings as Evans during his
first year at the University of
Michigan. Landers had been away
from home before so it was not
homesickness that made him unhap-

PJ-

by

Phot

py. It wasn't even the large size of the

school. He enjoyed the diversity of

people, although he felt somewhat
stifled because everything was the
campus. There was no getting away.

FROM
FENWAY PARK

Brady

Feeling that he had no real sense of
purpose, he decided to spend the next
year working and skiing at a resort
in Colorado.
Landers said he needed this time
to himself "awayfrom home, away
from friends, away from past situations" to "figure out what just what
I wanted to do and where I wanted

After returning home for a brief
period, he came out east and to work
at Martha's Vineyard for the summer. Landers began to sense he eventually wanted to go into foreign service, hopefully at Georgetown
University. Landers decided to apply to BC. He attracted by the location and felt the school would
perhaps provide a stepping stone to
graduate studies.
After attending the evening college

to go."
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Women's Soccer: A Rise to National Power
by Jeanie Bertino

Five years ago Boston College
women's soccer was a club sport. Today, the team is a Division 1
powerhousecurrently ranked eighth
in the country.
The road to national prominence
has been paved with tremendous
achievement.The Eagles have participated in the NCAA tournament
for three successive years and the
1985 squad will no doubt lead BC to
their fourth post season appearance.
Not bad for a varsity program that
is just five years young.
Inherent in the program from the

beginning was the potential for success. As a club sport the team consisted of a core group ofplayers with

an ongoing interest and commitment
to the game of soccer. These factors
combined with the availability of
competition in the region, allowed
the club to attain varsity status in
1981.
"The timing of soccer was unique," said women's athletic director
Bobbi Carson."lnterest was growing
like crazy. Soccer was booming and
already very big here."
In their first season as a varsity
team in Division 2, the Eagles compiled an 8-4-1 record under the

guidance of coach Mike LaVigne.
Theirrecord was impressive considering the transition from club to varsity and despite the abscence of
recruiting.
The following year the entire BC
womens program, with the exception
of swimming, moved up to compete
in Division I.
Remarkably, in their first Division
1 season, the team finished with a
10-2-2 record and qualilfied for the
preliminaries of the NCAA tournament. The Eagles also boasted their
first All-American Tracy Brook.
Assistant coach Kathy Brophy '85,
the Eagles goalie for three seasons,

began her career the same year BC
became competitive in Division 1.
"We knew when we were coming in
that it would be competitive. I knew
the potential of the team. I was not
really surprised at our suc-

cess," asserted Brophy.
The victories continued to pile up
the following season as the Eagles
powered their way to a 15-5 record
and the second round of the NCAA
preliminaries.
In December 1983 Susanna Kaplan
took over the reigns of head coach,
replacing LaVigne, who left the program. Under his three year leadership
BC amassed 32 victories with just six

losses and eight ties.
Kaplan has continued the success
of the program in her two years as
head coach. "She is doing an excellent job. Her rapport with the
players is great," said Brophy.
Kaplan said, "I knew this could be
a good program because there was a
great nucleus of players who had
been to the NCAA's two years in a
row.".
In her first season BC compiled a
12-6-1 record, once again made it to
the NCAA preliminaries, and

featured two all-americans, senior
National Power, page 16
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Bearcats Claw Way Past Eagles, 24-17
by Steve Condon

At the beginning of the second
the second occasion occurCINCINNATI, OHIO?The red. After driving 50 yards, tight end
Boston College football team added Peter Casparriello fumbled at the
another dismal chapter to its Cincinnati 30. The Bearcats
frustrating 1985 season, travelling to recovered, and kicked a field goal on
Cincinnati, and coming home with a the ensuing possession.
24-17 loss.
The third of the Eagles' unfinishIf one were to look at the statistics, ed drives couldn't have happened at
it would seem that the Eagles played a worse time. Trailing 17-3, BC needa fine game. They gained 432 total ed to get back into the game. The
offensive yards, compared to the Eagles started at their own 20, and
gained 5 first downs to the Bearcat
Bearcats' 333; they passed and rushed for more yards, and BC had nine 15. Giles took a first down handoff
more first downs than Cincinnati.
to the three, but it was called back
However, the statistic that counts because of a BC holding penalty.
was not in the Eagles' favor.
Halloran was then sacked twice, and
"We moved the ball well. Scoring the Eagles faced a fourth and 28 on
is the problem. It is not a good sign the Cincinnati 33. A fake punt atfor the team when we drive it down tempt failed, and again the Eagles
the field and can't get any points," were turned away without a point.
said BC coach Jack Bicknell.
Bicknell added, "It is very
There were three separate occafrustrating. Our offense was poised,
sions when the Eagles failed to score but we need to make thekey plays to
after driving down the field. The first be a better football team."
was at 7:20 of the first quarter. StarCincinnati took advantageof every
ting at the 20, quarterback Shawn BC mistake. Their first score, a 19
yard field goal by Robert Barone,
Halloran (29 of 47, 298 yards, one interception) threw passes of 16and 46 was set up when lineman Dellano
yards to Kelvin Martin, which Kelly blocked Steve Peach's punt at
brought the Eagles to the Cincinnati the BC 28.
14. Two plays later freshman Tracy
The Eagles' first score of the game
Giles fumbled at the 10, and the came six minutes into the second
quarter. Kicker Ken Kanzler booted
Bearcats recovered.
quarter

RRobiosec

by

Phot
John Bosa (97) attempts to block a Bearcat Pass
an 18 yard field goal with 8:12 left
before they went to the locker room.
in the quarter. Kanzler's kick capped But on the first play Halloran threw
a successful Eagle drive, which was an interception at the BC 34. Backhighlighted by a 26 yard run by Ken ed by the running of Reggie Taylor
(28 rushes, 102 yards), the Bearcats
Bell (10 rushes, 96 yards).
Eagles
got
The
the ball back with drove to the 2, and quarterback Danny McCoin jumped into the endzone
4:45 left in the half, and it looked as
though the Eagles could score again for the score. The extra point gave
Cincinnati a 10-3 halftime lead.
"We self destructed in the first
half. We allowed them to believe that
they could beat us," commented
Bicknell.
son had been penalized for tripping
"At halftime we were optimistic
at the 3:33 mark, the BC powerplay
Men's occer
S
took over. Eagle captain Scott
set
up
Harlow
linemate Neil Shea for
numerous scoring drives, but once
again LaCoste could not be beaten.

BC Downs Maine, 2-0, In Opener
by Kenny Carty

ORONO, ME?The Boston College hockey team made a successful
debut to inaugurate its 1985-86
season by downing the University of

Maine Black Bears, 2-0, Saturday
evening.

The game was witnessed by the

largest crowd ever at Maine's Alfond
Arena, 4,150. And they were more
than ready for the Black Bears'
season opener. A boisterous and
raucous crowd greeted the teams as
they took the ice for the first period.
The Eagles tallied for the only

score of the period at the 12:23 mark.
With BC pressuring the Maine net,
Black Bear goaltender Jean LaCoste
came up big stopping Eagle Chris
Stapleton. LaCoste's kick out save
deflected to Eagle defenseman John
McLean who rifled a blast on goal.
The opportunistic Stapleton, positioned perfectly in front of the net,
tipped McLean's shot past LaCoste
giving BC a lead it would never

relinquish.

The first period continued to be
highlighted by the strong goaltending
of LaCoste and BC netminder Scott
Gordon. Gordon who registered his
second career shutout credited the BC
defensemen for his whitewash.
"They was a lot of blocked shots by
the defense and the freshmen
defensemen played very well." The
Maine offense was sporadic at times,
accumulating only 16 total shots on

goal. However, as Gordon put it,
"
it is tough when you don't get a lot
of work, getting a shot every eight or

minutes."
After feeling each other in the first
period, both squads opened up offensively in the second period. Up and
down action was prevalentfor a good
portion of the period. At 8:21, the
Eagles had their chances to increase
ten

On the next shift, freshman forward Craig Janney cominuea tne
assult with two close in scoring opportunities. "They sat back and let
me walk in,' responded Janney.
The crowd at this point began
playing a vital role. With six minutes
remaining all eyes shifted on Gordon.
Heckling fans could not faze the BC
netminder. "I like it, it keeps me in
the game," said Gordon. Fan support at Alfond Arena was not enough
to overcome BC, as Harlow tallied an
empty net goal with three second remaining in the game, making the
final BC 2-0. The final shot totals
Scott Gordon
their lead on the powerplay, but were had BC outshooting Maine by the
thwarted by LaCoste, who all totall- whopping total of 37 to 16.
ed turned aside 17 BC shots in ther
With the Eagles home opener set
second, to Gordon's seven.
for this Wednesday evening, the type
The Eagles' domination continued of fan support seen in Maine would
early in the third period as the young be most appreciated by the Eagle
Maine defensemen were being vicplayers. In fact the BC Sports
timized by turnovers.
Publicity office is conducting tryouts
Dan Shea had a great chance to get for 12 students to "get the crowds gohis first points of the year. Breaking ing" as Director of Sports Promoin all alone on LaCoste, Shea fired
tions Sara Groden put it. A team that
wide right of the net, the puck
is ranked number one in the nation
bounded strangely of the boards back
deserves number one fan support.
out to Shea who tried to shovel one
Suggestions are being taken in the
past LaCoste, but to no avail.
Sports Publicity office for the namAfter Maine's surly Shawn Andering of this group of student fans.

by Sean Hennessey

And the beat rolls 0n... Well, sort
of.
The Boston College men's soccer
team is currently riding the wave of
a one game win streak (after an
unbeaten streak of five) and are trying to find a way into the Big East
soccer tournament that will be held
during the first week of November.
The tournament takes the top four
teams. The first place teams in each
of the North and South division (based on a combination of leaguerecord
and overall record), and the number
three and four teams in the league
overall will qualify(Only .500 teams
or better can qualify). As it stands
now the Eagles are 4-7-3 and have
five games remaining.
The University of Connecticut
(13-0-3 overall, 2-0 in leagueplay and
first in the Northern Division) and
Pittsburgh (9-1-1, 3-0-0, first in
Southern Division) appear virtual
locks for a bid. Syracuse (9-5-2,
2-1-0) and St. John's (9-2-1, 2-0-0)
would be invited if the season ended
tomorrow, but it doesn't, and that
is why Boston Collegestill has a shot.
If the Eagles go 4-1 the rest of the
way they would be in contention for

that we would win. We felt confident
enough," added Halloran.
Cincinnati would score two more
touchdowns in the third quarter. The
first score was a 21 yard touchdown
pass to wide receiver Greg Lathan.
The key play was a third and 6, 23
yard completion to Lathan which
gave the Bearcats a first down, and
put them in BC territory. Following
the fake punt attempt by the Eagles,
Cincinnati put together another

BC-Cincinnati, page 15

FaEalgUTlesRoI, 1-0
a bid. However, 5-0 would put them
at 9-7-3 for the year and obviously
would be more impressive. Consider
that they would have beaten Boston
University (10-2-1), St. Louis, and
powerhouse Connecticut and a
legitimate argument presents itself.
Coach Ben Brewster feels that the
Eagles have a shot, although a small
one, at making the tourney on the
basis of strength of schedule. The
Eagles have played, of note, UConn
(0-1 loss), Syracuse (1-0 loss), Providence (1-0 win), and Rhode Island
(1-0 loss Tuesday).
The loss to URI Tuesday BC was
a heartbreaker. A win would have
put them at 4-6-3 and in good shape
for the upcoming stretch (five games
in eleven days) but instead, when the
Rams scored at 88:25, the Eagles fell
four games under .500 and faced (except for their 0-6-1 staggering start)
their most uphill battle of the year.
"It was disappointing for our
guys," said a stoic Brewster. "They
played a good game. We played a
good game and we had some great
chances."
Indeed the Eagles did play a good
game, but they failed to make good
URI, page 16
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Sports riefs
B
Troy Stradford Out
For Year
As reported by the Boston Globe's lan Thomsen last Friday, senior
tailback Troy Stradford will not play again this season. It is notknown
yet whether he will return this year, but his coaches want him to take
the redshirt year.
Stradford injured his hamstring late in BC's second game against
Temple. He sat out three games before trying to come back on October 5 against Rutgers. He reinjured the hamstring in the second
quarter and has not returned to action since.
Stradford and sophomore tailback Steve Williams are expected to
redshirt.

-Compiled by Tony Zarillo

Princeton 11, Harvard 6
UMass 17, Boston U 14
lowa 49, Northwestern 10
Holy Cross 20, Brown 20
Perm State 27, West Virginia 0

Men's Rugby Falls To Crimson
by Tony DiNota

In a contest marred by penalties
and controversial officiating, the BC
men's rugby team lost to visiting
Harvard 10-9 in a dramatic finish last
Saturday in a non-leaguematch at St.
John's Seminary.
Both teams were evenly sided, and
though momentum swung back and
forth, neither tern was able to overpower the other. (Harvard is currently ranked third in New England and
BC is ranked fifth).
Both BC and Harvard will play in
the New England collegiate playoff
Harvard next week.
BC (5-2 overall, 2-1 in the league),
will meet the University of Vermont
tournament at

in the first round of the round-robin
tourney. Harvard (1-2 in the league)
will play in the loser's bracket.
In thefirst half, both teams failed
to mount any serious scoring attacks
and were called for penalties frequently. After a Crimson penalty, the
Eagles strong side wing Charlie
Deschapelles booted a 30 yard kick
to open the day's scoring.
Deschapelles, whose foot accounted
for all nine BC points, had a try called bac.v after streaking down the
sideline for 15 yards into the endBoston College opens its home season this Wednesday against Northeastern. zone. Both the touch judge and the
The Eagles will be without the services of forward Ken Hodge who will miss referee ruled that Deschapelles' foot
stepped out of bounds.
the first semester due to academic difficulties.
"I made it a point to watch my feet
because I knew I was close to the
sideline and a defender was on my
BC Water Polo
tail. I was definitely not out of
bounds," said Deschapelles.
Deschapelles connected on another
30 yard penalty kick to give BC a 6-0
thrive at BC and BC thrives on it new lead at halftime.
by Maynard Kelly
team and sport. Taking two straight
By the second half, the quick whisAs I" tape up a flyer reading from BU in the best of three
"'WATER POLO: BC vs. Evil", I "Greenline Series." BC water polo Celtics Preview
am asked by a quick-witted passer- got out to its fastest start ever and the
by who must have seen a few Lite fans have gotten out with them. In
Beer commercials in his day, "How its only home game of the season, the
do you get those horses in the club trounced Bridgewater State 19-8
by Arthur Anastos
as the fans dangerously overcrowdwater?"
year's
pool
mezzanine. Last
"Haven't you ever been to the ed the
Nobody can accuse the Boston
Plex," I reply, "the pool is shallow." winners of the New England Division
II
now
Celtics'
conquer
East,
BC
looks
to
the
GM Jan Yolk of relaxing this
"Oh. What time do you play?"
to
entire
conference
as
it
travels
summer.
Unlike the Boston Red Sox,
"Nine o'clock. Amd we're the
Brown University this weekend for who always seem to promise
ones with the white horses."
greatness, achieve mediocrity, and
Just as water polo is an unlikely the New England Championships.
Tri-captains Roberto Ayala, Anmake few changes, Yolk took several
sport, the water polo club of Boston
College is an unlikely team. An tony Ryan, and Randy Teteak, when
unlikely team, that is to emerge asked what it was they attributed to
amidst the eternal emptiness of the their team's success answered in
post-Flutie era as the messiah for all unison, "good Karma and our pinIn the October 21 issue
these "lost classes." An unlikely striped swimsuits."
team in an unlikely sport to captivate
Thus this past weekend the BC
the Spotlight incorrectly
the sports consciousness of an outcommunity did its tailgaiting in
stated that Maria Monof-shape undergraduate body.
Bridgewater to witness its water polo
polo
played
peculiar
Eagles
playing
avenge
only
Water
is
with
its
loss of
tuori was a member of
yellow balls and 1920's like bathing
the season to Connecticut and renew
the field hockey team.
caps. Thereferees' flags are on a stick
its title in the conference tournament.
and the game revolves around the But beyond their immediate interest
Montuori is a member
"hole." Half of BC's water polo in BC water polo the BC communiof the women's soccer
team has never played water polo, ty traveled south seeking an exand the other half never thought they perience like that of watching the BC
team. The Heights
would at BC. The team plays without commercial at Sullivan last fall, the
apologizes for the mix
a coach in a pool that should not be essence of which is the reason we all

Hockey Notes

Unlikely Sport and Team

BC and Harvard set up a scrum in
tic of referee Mark Andel was making its impact on the game. Andel's
picayune style prevented both teams
from moving the ball with any flowing consistency.

Saturday's 10-9 Crimson victory.
was awarded a penalty kick and
Deschapelles gaveBC a 9-6 lead with
less than ten minutes left to play.

However, the Eagles still could not
find the impetus to preserve the lead.
After winning a line-out at its attackBC received the brunt of penalties ing 20 yard line, Harvard played the
and Harvard was quick to capitalize. ball out to the backline and its center
The Crimson scored on two penalty weaved through several BC defenders
kicks within five minutes of each for the game-winning try.
other to tic the score at 6-6 with less
In the B game, tries were scored by
than twenty minutes remaining.
flyhalf Ted Fisher and center Mike
BC had one near try when the pack Pfau to give BC a 10-4 victory over
controlled a maul within the five yard Harvard.
line and actually crossed the goal line,
"Our 'killer bees' simply stifled
but could not put the ball down Harvard," said eight-man Matt
because it would not come loose.
Mudd.
After a mistaken whistle by Andel
In the C game, center Scan Kealy
stoppedplay and stymied a BC attack scored two tries to lead BC to a 16-4
for the endzone by the backline, BC triumph.

'

Erratum

shallow.

attend BC.

up.

Improve eltics
MVTovleksC
The starting five ofBird (two consecutive MVP's), Kevin McHale,
Dennis Johnson, Danny Ainge, and
Robert Parish, will be supported by
Boston's strongest bench in years. As
the Celtics begin the 1985-86 season,
there will be several new faces in badly needed places, giving their oftenscrutinized bench the depth it has
lacked.
The Maxwell for Bill Walton trade
will finally give Parish some rest this
year, which could lift the "Chief" to
his best season as a professional.
Sly Williams, a 67" forward from
URI,
was acquired last month
from the Atlanta Hawks. Williams,
who had a knack for missing planes
and games while in Atlanta, was obtained to fill the small forward position vacated by Maxwell.
The Celtics solidified their
backcourt considerably as well. Sam
Vincent was the Green's first round
draft pick, and was surprisingly

that
last year came within two games of
back-to-back championships.
Gone are the bad knees of Cedric
Maxwell. Gone is the trick-or-treat
play of Ray Williams, who was cut
by the LA Clippers last week, and
gone are the bricks and airballs of the
aging Quinn Buckner. And gone is
ML Carr, who hung up his green
sneakers this summer after several
successful seasons and two world
championships with the Celtics.
It should be noted that Williams
was instrumental in driving the
Celtics past Cleveland and Detroit in
May. But after the Detroit series, his
play was erratic at best. Buckner was
a very effective defensive guard during his tenure as a Celtic. He simply
couldn't score. And those who
followed the Celtics between the
glory years (1977-1979) know how
much Maxwell meant to the Celtics.
Maxwell was the senior Celtic, and
he started alongside Larry Bird for

steps to improve a Celtic team

Celtics, page 16

eight years.

UConn, UMass Shut Out Women Booters
by Ted

Connors

Suffering a lack of offense, the
Boston College women's soccer team
dropped a pair of shutouts this week,
losing 1-0 to Connecticut Tuesday at
Storrs, Connecticut and 2-0 to
Massachusetts (the top ranked team
in the country) at Alumni Stadium
Saturday. The pair of losses lowered
the Eagles' season record to 10-3-1.
From the outset UMass put
pressure on BC goalie Sue Hughey
who made several strong saves to
keep the Eagles close early. With 11
minutes gone in the first half UMass
nearly broke through as it let loose
a shot which went wide past the BC
goal.

Having put strong pressure on the
BC defense it was only a matter of

time before UMass would break
through. BC was unable to generate
much offense as UMass successfully
kept play in BC's end.
Eagle goalie Sue Hughey makes a save.
With 15 minutes gone by in the
first half UMass freshman forward
Over the next 20 minutes UMass Michelle Powers kicked a low shot to
Beth Roundtree moved down the left continued to have their scoring
the right of the goal which Hughey
side of the field and put a shot past chances but strong goaltending by
amazinglycame up with, preventing
BC goalie Hughey to give the Hughey kept the Eagles in the game. UMass from expanding their lead to
Minutemen a 1-0 lead.
Another UMass freshman forward
2-0.

scooped up by the UMass goaliewho
came out to stop it.
The Eagles opened strongly in the
second half but were unable to
generate many scoring opportunities.
This would cost BC as UMass slowly regained the momentum they had
in the first half and forced Hughey
to make several outstanding saves.
Five minutes into the second half
UMass nearly scored their second
goal when forward Catherine
Cassady, on a rush down the right
side of the field, hit the crossbar with
a shot. Roundtree followed up with
another shot but it went over the net.
Timely defense and Hughey kept
UMass off the scoreboard for the
next 25 minutes but the Eagles' offense was unable to sustain an attack
on the UMass goalie.
by
Minuteman forward Powers made
the Eagles pay for the lack of an offense attack as she broke through the
BC defense, faked Hughey and put
the ball into the net to increase
BC finally put some pressure on UMass' lead to 2-0.
the Minuteman goal as sophomore
Coach Susanna Kaplan commidfielder Betsy Ready shot on goal mented, "We played well. They're
with just over two minutes left in the [UMass] the best team I've seen." "I
half. Unfortunately Ready's shot was thought it was a pretty even game."

Guzowski

Michel

Phot
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Perm State Preview

Opportunistic Lions Rely On their Defense

by

Thomas

Kenney

control offense. Senior fullback Steve
Smith (314 yards, 6.4 avg.) and
junior tailback D.J. Dozier (263
yards, 4.0 avg.) lead the ground
game. However, due to injuries and
inconsistencies the rushing game has
become a backfield by committee.
Senior tailback David Clark,
junior fullback Tim Monoa, and
sophomore tailback Kevin Woods all
see action on a regular basis.
The Lions throw for the sole purpose of spreading defenses and keeping them from keying too much on
the run. Shaffer does not put up very
impressive numbers but he gets the
job done. When he does air it out he
looks for Smith (9 catches for 90
yards), senior wideout Eric Hamilton
(10 for 171 yards), and freshman
deep threat Michael Timpson (8 for
154 yards).
Anytime Shaffer puts it up he is
looking for the big play.
As usual Perm State's success
depends upon the defense.
The unit gives up a rather hefty
344.5 yards per game, but only 16.7
points per contest. They will bend,
but they will not break.
To everyone's surprise the 1985
Lions have built their defensearound
the linebackers. Senior Rogers Alexander, a likely Ail-American, may be

Last year Boston College entered
Beaver Stadium with a national
championship on its mind. The
Eagles left the field with Doug Strang
on their minds. The senior quarterback frustrated BC with his crazed
scrambling and was able to run out
the clock, preserving a 37-30 victory.
This year the Eagles return to
Beaver Stadium, but the only national championship talk is restricted
to McHugh Forum and the hockey

Shane Conlan
Doug Strang has left, but Perm
State is 6-0 and ranked third in the
country. Junior quarterback John
Shaffer leads the conservative, ball

Perm State's best athlete. Senior
Shane Conlan and junior Trey Bauer
are very effective on the pass and the

best in the nation. Timpson (12.5
yards per punt return) and another
freshman, Blair Thomas (25.6 yards
per kickoff return), consistently give
the Lions good field position.
On paper Perm State is not that
good. The question is how are they

run.
The defensive linemen are good,
but are helped out by the excellent
linebacker play. Since the linebackers
stop the run so well the linemen can
concentrate on rushing the passer.

6-0 (probably 7-0 after West
Virginia).
The answer is that Joe Paterno
knows how to win and how to teach
his team to win. The defense keeps
the team in the game and the offense

Senior ends Don Graham and Bob
White have terrified quarterbacks all
season.
The Lions' only defensive

makes the necessary plays

look for Perm State to blitz six or
seven men.
Offensively BC should try to
establish the pass. The Lions' secondary is suspect and Shawn Halloran
must gain confidence. Also, a good
passing game should help running
backs Ken Bell and Tracy Giles. The
Eagles' defense must shut down the

to pull out

the victory.

weakness is in the secondary. They
have given up some big gainers and
they have yet to face a really good
passing team. Senior cornerback
Duffy Cobbs and senior hero back
(strong safety) Michael Zordich are
the best in the backfield.
Special teams is the department in
?which Perm State excels. Kicker
Jvlassimo Manca and punter John
Bruno, two seniors, are among the

The Lions have made a habit of
comeback victories this fall. Against
Alabama, Shaffer left with an injury
in the third quarter. Junior backup
Matt Knizner came in and fired a sixteen yard touchdown pass to reserve
tight end Brian Silverling with 6:12
left. Perm State edged Syracuse,
24-20, when Shaffer returned from
an injury to toss an eight yard scoring pass to Smith with 1:53

run and make Shaffer throw. That
way Mike Ruth and the defensive line
can apply the pressure.

Perm State will obviously run at
BC. They will try to control the line
of scrimmage and set the Eagles for
the big play. On defense the Lions
goal will be to stop the run and force

Perm State's only injured players,
Shaffer and Dozier, should be at full
strength for the game. BC will be
without flanker Tom Waddle and
running backs Jim Bell and Steve

remaining.

the Eagles to pass. On passing plays

D.J. Dozier

Williams.

BC Continues Slide, Downed By Cincinnati
Mcontinued from page 13
drive. This one would be for 67
yards, ending with McCoin passing
22 yards to freshman receiver
Roosevelt Mukes for the score. These
two scores extended the Bearcat lead
to 24-3 at the end of the third quarter.
The Eagles added two touchdowns
in the fourth quarter. At 14:34,
Halloran hit Martin for a six yard
touchdown play, and with 7:15 remaining, running back Tyrone
Taylor dove in from the 2 for the
score. This was the only scoring the
Eagles would get, as the game ended
24-17.
"It was a nightmare. It's just one
of those games that coaches don't

have an answer for," noted Bicknell.
There are many Eagle fans that are
looking for answers as to why BC
seems to be beating themselves. Had

the Eagles scored on any of those
three scoreless drives, the game
would have had a different outcome.
Bicknell explained, "The breaks
are not going our way. We drive the
ball down the field, and we can't
score. It is very frustrating."
As for Cincinnati, Bicknell noted,
"They played with a lot of intensity. They have some fine players and
a good program."
The Bearcats do have an improving team. They finished 2-9 last fall,
and have now beat two teams this
season who went to bowls last year
(BC and Virginia Tech).
"This was a significant win over
a major team. I know that we can improve, and make these wins
become
more frequent," noted Cincinnati
coach Dave Currey.
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Spotlight

by

Eagle Tracy Giles in action against

Brady
P.J.

by

Phot
Charlie DesChappeles (left), is a weak side wing on the men's rugby
squad. The senior from Greenwich, Connecticut has been a key factor in the success enjoyed by the rugby club this fall. Susanna Kaplan
(right), is in her second yeaf as coach of the women's soccer team.
She has continued and expanded on the work of previous coach Mike
LeVigne. This season the squad is ranked among the best in the nation.

Join

the
Heights!^

MEETING
Today 4:00 McElroy 113

PhotbyMicelGuzwsk
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Cincinnati

This Week At The Heights
Hockey
Wednesday October 30 at 7:35PM

vs.

Northeastern

Men's Soccer
Friday November 1 at 7:OOPMvs. St. Louis
Sunday November 3 at 6:OOPM vs. Holy
Cross

Field Hockey
Friday November 1 at 4:OOPM vs. New
Hampshire
Sunday November 3 at I:OOPMvs. Maine
The Blue Chips of Boston College
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Rise To National Power For Women's Soccer
Ucontinued from page

13

Ann Porell and freshman Betsy
Ready. The Eagles' highest ranking
was fifth, as it was the year before.
The emergence of the BC program
parallels the growth of collegiate

womens soccer across the nation and

especially in the east. "Women's collegiate soccer is a new sport. In the
past five years it has really boomed," commented Kaplan.
Kaplan likes to draw her players
from the northeast because she likes
to have parents involved in supporting the program. It doesn't hurt to

have plenty of local talent to choose
from. Eight of the 11 starters for the
Eagles are from the Northeast.
BC currently boasts a 10-3-1 record
and #8 national ranking. Two weeks
ago the Eagles did something they
had never done before. They beat the
tt\ team in the nation George Mason
(2-0) at a Washington, DC tournament. After the victory, BC was
ranked #3, but dropped five notches
due to three successive losses to
UNH, Radford and UConn.
Despite the three losses, Kaplan
says this year's team is better than she
expected. "The players work very

MEN'S
AND
WOMEN'S
INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL

hard. They have a lot of pride in the
program and how they perform,"
said Kaplan.
The future of BC womens soccer
appears to be bright. "The program
will continue to improve It can only get better. The talent of players
coming up is incredible," said junior
forward Maria Montouri.
"It has been exciting to watch the
program develop," said Carson.
"The program's success is a tribute
to both coaches and players. BC has
good players who are dedicate and
work hard, and that's what it takes
to succeed."

.
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Maria Montuori

Celtic throughout the playoffs. It was
DJ's shot at the buzzer in game 4 of
the finals that evened the series at two
games a piece.
One move Yolk may be glad he
didn't make was one involving Greg
Kite. If Kite's play in the preseason
is any indication of the contribution
he can make this year, then the trade
rumors involving Kite last year may
be a case of the adage "some of the
best trades are the one you never
make." Kite blocked four shots
against the Lakers in their last
preseason battle, and appears ready
to contribute at center or forward.
Perhaps Yolk should give
Haywood Sullivan and the Red Sox
some pointers.

DropUsREaIgle, 1-0
Mcontinued from page 13

there is no doubt.
If I had it to do
all over again, I'd make

on scoring opportunities. URI,
however, knowing that decent scoring chances do not come all that
often in soccer, did not make that
mistake.
The Rams' John Lopez who was
supposed to have a defender on him
throughout the game, beat two Eagle
defenders on the run, cut back in
from the left side and scored.
"If I was their coach I would say
it was a hell of a goal," said
Brewster. "But he was left unmarked, and that shouldn't have happened. He was specified to be shadowed the entire game."
Knowing their backs were against
the wall and that they had something
to prove, namely that the Eagles are
better than a sub .500 team, BC
entertained Merrimack and won 2-1.
Paul Zimmerman tallied first for
the Eagles at 25:00 and was followed by Steve Masielo (first of the year)
at 65:00. But it was a game the Eagles
were expected to win.
"I felt confident that we would win
the game," commented Brewster.
"It was a weaker team and we were

able to get to the end lines, cut back,
turn the defense, and get good
crosses."
The Eagles had 29 shots on goal
and perhaps 15 good scoring chancesbut only came up with two goals.
"We just couldn't connect,"
countered Brewster.
The lack of offense from the for-

ward spots has been a problem for
the Eagles all year and has been the

main reason for their losing record.
The forward line of Todd Toensing
(1 goal, 1 assist), Steve Masielo (1,0),
David Sullivan (4,2), and Pat Zimmerman (3,2) have combined for only nine goals in 15 games.
In games that are close and low
scoring, as so many are in soccer, it
is the team that is best at finishing
chances that wins games. Often that
is the difference between great teams
and mediocre ones.
"From a coaching view I am happy with the fact that we are making

the opportunities to score. The forwards are playing well together. You
can never get down on people for not
scoring," concluded Brewster.

the same decision.

%

Coming to work for DH&S was a
decision I felt good about, right from

the start.

The growth opportunities, exposure to
a lot of different business environments: all outstanding, better than my
original expectations.
.

Phot

by
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available when the Celtics picked
twentieth. Therookie from Michigan
State was the leading scorer in the Big
Ten last year.
Late in September, Yolk finally
sealed the anticipated deal for the Indiana Pacers' Jerry Sichting.
Aside from the deals Yolk made
this summer, the Celtics also signed
who they had to keep, something the
Red Sox don't always do. Anyone
remember Carlton Fisk, Fred Lynn
and Cecil Cooper?
In September, the Celtics signed
Dennis Johnson, the team's premier
defensive guard, who along with
McHale, was the most consistent

Sign Up Now! Limited to 100 Teams, Don't be Left Out
Registration Ends November 1

-

Michel

Ucontinued from page 14

GAMES BEGIN:
NOV 13
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Celtics: Improved Product

A T THE PLEX

Mir

Guzowskl

by

Karyn Hesse

REGISTRATION:
Oct 22

Guzowskl

_~__

At DH&S we have always been strong
on the quality of our people. And
because good people expect your
best, you look for every opportunity
t0 9 |ve jt
On top of that, DH&S has always been
in the forefront of technical changes
within the profession?sampling techniques, new computer modeling.
But most important, we've recognized
that the whole accounting profession
is a changing environment.

BA. Boston College. 1972

It's not a numbers game; it's a people

I
I

profession. It's people, working within
a total business environment.

Park Plaza Hotel, November 1 and 2. If
you are interested in a program which

their problems. We provide input and
advice on tax matters, operations systerns, accounting questions?things
that rea | y impact the bottom me

,

offers:
? Student/full-time faculty ratio of
approximately 12:1;
? Six credits of client contact clinic

There's no question.
It's an outstanding
business career.

USA

I
I

Will be represented at the Boston
LSAC/LSAS Admission Forum, Boston

We're always working as a team
directly with clients to help them solve

IplfllitP
UocLIIIC
ldulVlllO i Qollc
Qvllb

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF LAW

required for the J.D. degree;
? Wide variety of elective courses,
including many in the natural
resources area

I

Please plan to see us.

I

.
. .-
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WE'LL CHIP IN A
FREE COOKIE TO
SWEETEN
DAY.
YOUR
If you're having crumby day,
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MASSPIRG REFUND PERIOD
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Chansky's wants to sweeten it with a
free giant chocolate chip cookie*.

Oct 28 - Nov 1

I

and
Nov 4 - Nov 8
BCID Required

Great Working Environment
And More!

If you could use extra cash for school, the holidays, or whatever, apply now at one of the locations listed above or at any
shop that's convenient to you. You'll be glad you did!
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Flexible Hours
Competitive Salaries, Generous Benefits

j

McElroy 114
(The Book Co-op)

j

We're under new management so that
means we've re-stocked our shelves with
lots of new products to make your life
easier. Like fresh produce, bakery
goods, groceries, beer and wine and
cleaning supplies.
So stop by the new Chansky's today.
And let us make your life a little easier.
j "freegiant chocolate chip cookie !
i
\j WITH ANY PURCHASE OVER $3.00*.
'. * Alcohol and tobacco not included.
; Coupon must be presented at time
J of purchase. One coupon per person
J per day please. Hurry! Offer expires

I
?

1700 Commonwealth Aye.
Brighton, Mass. 02135

7% PM
Sundays until 9 PM

j Open'
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SEA Semester Offers Undergraduate Credit
by

Patrice Egan

Student looking to take a semester
away from campus life, learn how to
sail, or pursue a career in
oceanography, may find exactly what
theyare looking for in the Sea Education Association (SEA).
The SEA, established in 1971 as a
nonprofit educational institution, offers a 12 week, 17 credit program for
undergraduates wishing to learn
about the waters which comprise
75% of the earth.

The Sea Education Association's
headquarters is located in Woods
Hole, Massachusets, where the first
six weeks of the sea semester, known
as the shore component, are spent,
according to Andrew S. Kane, staff
scientist and three year member of
SEA. During this time classes are
conducted in oceanography, nautical
science and maritime studies.
Students receive a general
knowledge of these subjects to use the
information during the second half
of the sea semester. After successfully

Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other
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Reasonable fees. Evening hours.

1297 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146

(at Coolidge Corner)

731-0060

j Get Acquainted Special! j
\u25a0 Complete GYN Exam

PAP Smear
? Birth Control Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle
of Birth Control Pills
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Fot As Long As You Can Walk!

I Ujßh.

A private practice devoted to
reproductive medicine.
Because with some matters
it's privacy that counts.
* Free Pre gnanc y Testing
? Birth Control
* Premenstrual Syndrome
Giving private care tor less
,nan clinic care. Don't you
deserve the best?
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they began during the shore

component.

The Sea Semester program in this
area channels through Boston
University, from where the credits
may be transferred to Boston College. There is no prerequisite for the
program. SEA's crew consists of 34
people, 24 of whom are
undergraduate students, and 10 of
whom are teachers and scientists. As
the sea semester is a liberal arts program, credits from it may be applied
to course requirements other than the
history.
sciences,
II such as math or the
Tuition for the Sea Semester is
CHICKEN & RIB
$4,900 and room and board is
$1,000. Financial aid is available for
students who show need.
includes House Salad and Baked Potato (and Alka Seltzer)
Questions may be directed to the
Sea Education Association, PO Box
6, Woods Hole, Massachusetts,
02543, or by calling (617) 540-3954.
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While the undergraduatesare performing these tasks, they also are required to complete a project which

BARBEQUE

REPRQ
!

The sea component consists of
three phases. The first is an introduction to the ship in which the students
This vessel is a 250 ton steel auxiliary learn to sail the ship, use the ship's
powered staysail schooner and is usspecialized instruments and understand the procedures of the lab. The
ed on every SEA cruise.
stage calls for the teacher to
next
18,000
The R/V Westward travels
miles while at sea a total of 280 days guide the students as they attempt to
per year. It sails to the Carribbean, put all that they have learned into
the Gulf of Mexico and the Sargasso action.
This leads to the third phase, when
during the winter months, and to the
ship is controlled entirely by the
coast
the
western North Atlantic of the
students,
with faculty present in case
Nova
and
England,
of New
Scotia
Newfoundland during the summer. their assistance is greatly needed.
completing the the required courses,
the sea component, a six week cruise,
begins aboard the R/V Westward.

~-\u25a0\u25a0(

$6.95
566-1845
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Arts Theatre
Given Name
Mcontinued from page 1
theatre and its important role at BC.
Besides the main theatre, which
seats 600, the building houses a
smaller, experimental theatre,
scenery shop, costume making and
storage space, dressing rooms,
teaching and administrative facilities
and a lobby which also serves as an
exhibit hall. All of this allows
students to learn all parts of the
theatre with hands on experience.
The dedication ended with the
unveiling of a commemorative plaque by the chairman of the Board of
Trustees, the Honorable David S.
Nelson. Nelson thanked the Robshams for their "magnaminous gift
to the university." He declared the
offering "a spiritual asset money
alone cannot buy."
E. Paul Robsham Sr. and Joyce
Robsham were present at the
ceremony honoring the memory of
their son. Robsham thanked the audiencefor attending "an occasion we
were all concerned about."

ATTENTION:
January 1986
Graduates interested
in helping with plans
for the December
Taking Time
ceremony please

contact
Dean Marie McHugh,
Gasson 104.
552-3275.

We believe the last thing that should keep someone from going to college is
money. So call 1-800-SHAWMUT or come in and see us about our comprehensive education loan program.
c^
Because at Shawmut, we've been helping Ip»
SuCIWmUT
i^okToUsforDirection.
students make ends meet for ages.
Shawmut b.uiks arc members FDlCand equal housing lenders.

Off To Think
Mcontinued from page 12
for two semesters, he was accepted
as a day student. Despite the fact that
he was now a year and a half behind
where he would have been if he had
not interupted his college years,
Landers said he has no regrets.
"I think a lot of students haven't
had the responsiblity, the freedom
and whatnot to develop into the kind
of people who know what they want
to do when they get to school. I think
a lot of kids would benefit by taking
time off," said Landers.
"You can't help but see yourself
in a different way once you step from
school," he added. By doing this "
You can find out about who it is you
are and what you are interested in."
While Landers said he believes
there are students who must finish
college in four years due to financial
and other considerations, there are
many who feel a social pressure.
"There are a whole lot of other
people who are just doing it because
they think it's what they are supposed to do, what their parents have told
them to do, what their friends told
them to do. It's just a kind of
socialization that school is suppposed to take four years." Landers
described the pressure to finish
school and then begin worrying
about getting a job as "success
paranoia."
Nine times out of 10, peoples'
response to his decision to time off
is "that's OK." He explained, "They
somehow feel I failed in some
respects and that I have compensated
for it." He said he rarely receives the
reply, "Good for you, you did
something that you wanted to."
"It's definitely an option that is
not exercised enough," Landers
remarked. "It's not even understood
enough."
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Playwright Says Irish Conflict Is Inspiring
by

Lori Scinto

The troubles of contemporary
violence in Ireland establishes specific
motifs appealing to playwrights, said
Irish playwright Thomas Maclntyre
Thursday.

"Ireland is alive with men on the
run," Maclntyre said, "and the
minute you go on the run you invoke
a pursuer." This fact he said, is appealing to any playwright.
He began the lecture, entitled
"Playwrights and Politics" by
reading a fierce passage from Rise Up
Lovely Sweeney which is based upon
a poem about the archetype Irish
warrior who "freaks out" in battle.
The passage contained the phrase
"our every move a blossoming stain"
which Maclntyre used throughout
the lecture to describe the plight of
the Irish people. Here he also introduced his central theme, which he
called tribal violence.
Maclntyre, raised in bigotry in a
small town in Northern Ireland, at
one point said,"l spent five to ten
years of my life getting the encrustation out of my system."
However, Maclntyre went

on to

discuss what he called the subject
people's psychology and the many
motifs used particularly by Irish
playwrights. The first motif he talked about was "the informer motif."
He described it, saying, "It's a dark
corner of our psychology."
To explain the concept further he

purpose. We all need to have our

balance. Ireland desperately needs
it," said Maclntyre.
Maclntyre talked about a topic
which he said cannot be discussed in
southern Ireland?the degree to
which the minority in Northern
Ireland has been abused. This

'The only solution worth talking about to me is
learning to laugh appropriately, to be tender,
to cry.'
?

Playwright Thomas Maclntyre

talked about a recording he had brought him to the second motif
heard on a Dublin radio broadcast the unjust list of vices put upon the
made by a man who was invited to Northern Irish by others. In other
become an informer for the Royal words the reaction, "Oh, you're NorUlster Constabulary (RUC), the Prothern Irish so. You're dirty, you
testant organization in Northern never wash, you do nothing but have
Ireland. "No one has to know but 11 children, etc.."
Even Shakespeare had the typical
you and us," the RUC man said.
"You scratch our back and we'll
scratch yours."
Expanding upon the constant state
of perturbation in the country,
Maclntyre said,"ln Ireland the blood
is bubbling up from the ground."
This is how he justified Sweeney's
freaking out. "The freak out has a

have 100
Full

?

Elizabethan racist attitude toward action would be remembered so
Ireland, pointed out Maclntyre. This
vividly, but not in country as war
is found in a speech in The Comedy torn as Northern Ireland. Maclntyre
of Errors in which the character comsaid that this is part of the Irish
pares countries in Europe to parts of
experience.
the body. When he reaches the genital
After an hourlong lecture, Maclnarea he starts to talk about Ireland.
tyre answered questions. The last
A third and agonizing motif is the
question posed was, "Is there a soluslaughter of children in war. He said
tion to the problem?" Maclntyre
he mentioned it because it has to be responded, "The only solution worth
sounded as part of the horror.
talking about to me is learning to
In the climax of Rise Up Lovely
laugh appropriately, to be tender, to
Sweeney, Maclntyre gives the hero a
cry. This is the monumental
key speech which aims to encapsulate problem."
all the motifs and the major theme.
Described as a phenomenon in
In it is the particularly piercing
Ireland (particularly in Dublin),
question?"What is my country?...l
Maclntyre has written a number of
plays such as The White House, Jack
can't tell the sun from the moon."
Then comes a statement just as Be Nimble, The Bearded Lady, and
troubling?"l remember walking
the one he chose to speak about, Rise
Up Lovely Sweeney. The lecture was
across fields."
Ordinarily, it would seem sadly
sponsored by the Irish Studies
program.
ironic that so simple and peaceful an

Time/Part^B

noons/Nights Uptown, downtown, all

| around towns and even the

I Highway. High Rise/High Tech. You name it I
I we protect it. Armed/Unarmed/Uniformed/ I
Blazer.

UPTOWN OFFICE, 334 Mass. Aye.
(across from Symphony MBTA)
12:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. M/F

DOWNTOWN OFFICE, 66 Canal Street
(across

from Haymarket MBTA)
jL\
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. M/F
or Call 742-1250
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NOW HIRING
CASHIERS
$4 Per Hour

I

I

I

Flexible Schedules
Full or Part Time
Days, Evenings or Weekends
We provide free transportation
and employee discounts

I
\u25a0

Apply in person or call our
Personnel Office:
Ann & Hope

On Sunday, November 3rd, you, and thousands of other students across America
have a chance to do something about nuclear weapons that could really make a
difference. By participating in the November 3rd College Peacewalk you'll be giving
your moral and financial support to next year's historic, 9-month Great Peace March.
On March 1, 1986, five thousand people will leave their jobs, schools, homes, and
families to walk 3,235 miles across this country, from Los Angeles to Washington,
DC Their goal: to rid the earth of nuclear weapons for good.

The nuclear arms race is not just another issue, and the November 3rd College
Peacewalk is not just another walk-a-thon. So tic your shoe laces. We're going after
peace. On foot.

The November 3rd

Arsenal Mall

615 Arsenal St.
Watertown, MA 02172
617-924-3400

College Peacewalk
Pledge Sheets and
information

Available at:

I

Ann& Hope
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

I

I

X 3475

THE GREAT
PEACE MARCIi
PRO-Peace 8150 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048 (213) 653-6245
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Results of Extensive Drug Use is Outlined
Editor's Note: Thefollowingis the
two part series on
drug abuse. The first part appeared
in last week's issue of The Heights.

second part of a

by

Arnold Mazur, MD

Marijuana
Marijuana has been used widely in
America during the past 20 years,
reaching a peak in 1978 when 11%
of high school seniors were daily
users. Although the number has
dropped since then, it was still seven
percent in 1981. This compares with
the six percent of high school seniors
who drank alcohol daily in 1981.

m
m %

H<i
=

palpitations of the heart. Studies
have shown that when a person is
"high," there is a negative impact on

Most people use marijuana
because smoking it generally brings
on an enjoyable experienceconsisting
of a sense of excitement, warmth,
relaxation, increased sensitivity, a
sharper perception of sound and a
slowing of time. However, marijuana
is definitely not a harmless drug. Unfortunately, a lot of confusion has
been created as a result of misleading
information put forth by marijuana's
opponents as well as its supporters.
There have been many studies
done on the effects of marijuana, and
they provide us with the following information. Some marijuana users
suffer painful anxiety reactions and

overall mental functioning and com-

plex psychomotor skills.
The psychomotor deficits can last
up to four to eight hours after smok-

ing and would definitely affect certain types of athletic performance, as
well as making driving dangerous.
The combination of marijuana and
alcohol is especially dangerous for
driving.

There is also great concern that
chronic marijuana users may develop
a loss of motivation for school or
work. Recent studies have shown that
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Amphetamines

Amphetamines, also known as
"speed" or "uppers," stimulate the
central nervous system. In usual
doses they make a person feel more
alert and less aware of fatigue. They
push a user to greaterexpenditure of
his own energy, sometimes to
dangerous fatigue, and interfere with
his ability to accurately evaluate his
physical condition or performance.
When used heavily, they cause

=

sleeplessness, loss of appetite, erratic
behavior, irritability, anxiety and
hallucinations. Amphetamines are
cheap and readily available in capsule
form. They are also injected intravenously by heavy users.
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marijuana contains high concentrations of cancer causing chemicals.
While we do not yet have proof that
marijuana smoking causes lung
cancer in humans, the evidence is getting strong.
Finally, marijuana has two
physiological effects which could impair athletic performance. Chronic
smoking leads to spasms of the bronchial tubes, thus interfering with
breathing. Marijuana can also cause
a 30% to 60% increase in the heart
rate which could be dangerous during periods of maximal excercise.
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Anabolic Steroids
Anabolic steroids are derivatives of
the male sex hormone testosterone.
Approximately 50 years ago it was
first shown that injecting male sex
hormones could decrease protein
breakdown and stimulate weight
gain. By the 19505, scientists had
modified the testosterone molecule to
produce synthetic derivatives which
could be taken by mouth as well as
injected.
In 1954 anabolic steroids were first

used by Russian male and female
athletes to enhance athletic performance. In 1968, they were banned by
the International Olympic Committee although no testing was available
at that time. Sophisticated testing was
developed in the 1970's and was first
used in the 1976 Montreal Olympic
Games.
The problem was brought into
sharp focus for Americans in 1983
when an American weight lifter who
had won 3 gold medals and 14 other
athletes from 10 countries were disqualified from the Pan American
Games and forfeited all their medals
after traces of illegal steroids were
detected in their urine.
Why do athletes wish to use
anabolic steroids? Many believe that
they stimulate a greater increase in
lean muscle mass and strength. It is
also believed that they decrease muscle recovery time and healing time
after heavy excercise, allowing more
frequent heavy weight training sessions. These beliefs continue to be
strongly held even though a comprehensive review of the world
literature in 1977 found no conclusive
scientific evidence that anabolic
steroids aid athletic performance.
What are some of their side effects? In men, they decrease fertility
and may stimulate abnormal breast
growth. In women, they may cause
partial baldness, abnormal hair
growth, voice changes, sex organ
changes and irregular menstrual
periods. In both men and women
they may cause nausea, acne and
changes in sex drives. The most
serious side effect is cancer of the
liver. Adolescents who use the
substance may have stunted height
due to premature stoppage of bone
growth.
Outlook for the Future
Abuse of drugs in order to achieve
special mental and physical benefits,
is an old problem common to most
human societies. Our concerns in the
United States today are not unique
or even unusual. As long as people
are willing to experiment with drugs,
there will always be an illicit drug
market ready to accommodate and
encourage them ?at a considerable
profit. Vigorous strict law enforcement and severe penalties would certainly diminish drug use by raising
the risks and increasing the costs.
Most college students who use
drugs do so on a recreational basis
and are aware of therisk-benefit ratio
associated with continued use. As
restrictions on certain drugs increase,
students tend to shift their use to
those that are less restricted and
cheaper and away from those
associated with high penalties as well
as high costs.
Currently we are entering a period
of greater governmental and institutional enforcement of drug policies
and alcohol policies. Simultaneously there has been a widespread increase in alcohol and drug education
programs throughout all levels of
schools. For these programs to succeed, there must be consistent support from educational institutions,
legislatures, judicial bodies and, most
important, potential users.
Some people will continue to use
drugs no matter what the risks. But
for most students, an understanding
of the personal hazards of drug
abuse, will have a powerful impact
on their behavior and future choices.

Come in and help
Chris, .Tony, PJ, and
Scan fill those extra
spaces!
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PFerfoinmacsS
'AdMuk hine
by Garvin Snell

Peter Schaffer's Amadeus is the story of Antonio Salieri, the court composer of the
Emperor of Austria in the late eighteenth century. He is by far the most popular and acclaimed composer of his time but he is plagued by
feelings of his own mediocrity. At the same
time he is constantly reminded of his faults by
the works of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,
which he believes are divinely inspired. Because
Salieri believed he was to be God's chosen composer, he becomes tremedously jealous and
spiteful of Mozart. The play revolves around
Salieri's growing contempt of Mozart and his
attempts at sabotaging Mozart's carreer. The
question is also raised as to Salieri's role in
Mozart's untimely death.
The positive aspects of this production far
outweighed its negative qualities resulting in a
tremendously enjoyable experience. The play
itself is fantastic; the script keeps the action
moving rapidly from one scene to another
despite the overall length of the play (a little
under three hours). Dennis Redmond (Antonio
Salieri) and Timothy Pierces (Wolfgang'
Mozart) performances are the ones that make
this production a delight to watch. In the play
Salieri is the narrator as well as one of the
characters so he is on stage in every scene thus
making the whole play depend on the quality
of Redmond's performance. He delivers. He
portrays Salieri's sufferings very well, his soliloquies are filled with theright amount of emotion without being overly dramatic, and he
develops a relationship with the audience that
keeps them involved and conerned with the:
characters. The most astounding aspect of Redmond's performance is that he had only fivei
days to prepare for the role. It makes one'
wonder what his performance would have been:
like given a proper amount of time to prepare
for this part. This, of course, does not have a
bearing on the quality of performance he gave
but it makes one thing clear: he is one talented
performer.
Timothy Pierce gives an enlightened performance capturing the youthful eccentricity of
Mozart. He also bridges the gap between the
madcap budding genius Mozart early in the
play and the frustrated, somber Mozart in the
end with great skill. Pierce controls these two
extremes rather well, giving the audience a feel
for Mozart's melodramatic personality.
There were some minor problems that
detracted slightly from the quality of the play
and kept it ffom becoming a polished production. The scenery was pleasant but the sliding
portion of the stage, designed for fast paced
scenes, was constantly grinding its way across
the stage and taking attention away from the
performers. The musical selections gave a feel

not only for the time but also gave evidence of

Mozart's genius. However, the musical cues
were sometimes clumsy, injuring the scenes they
were used in.
The supporting cast provided adequate performances, adding to the comical aspects of the
production with only a few exceptions. Therole
of Joseph 11, Emperor of Austria, was possibly

too whimsical, distorting his importance in the
story. The accents also posed a problem; no one
seemed to make an effort to give any unity to

them. Instead there were characters with
Italian, British, or even no accent at all. Any
of these could have worked well, but they were
thrown in randomly without any reasoning
behind them.
These, however, are minor problems that

could possibly go unnoticed and do not subtract from the quality of the shining performances given by Redmond and Pierce. It
should also be mentioned that it is a pleasure
to watch a performance in the newly dedicated
E. Paul Robsham Jr. Theater; it enhances
almost any performance given there. The
Boston College Dramatics Society deserved the
applause for a well done, professional job.

WtoeP
OSknalGirs repare
by Kim

Ventura

He should have come donned in white robes.
To the cast members and production staff of
"Amadeus," 1985 BC graduate Dennis Redmond would be theredeeming savior of the play
this weekend.
After eight weeks of rehearsal for the show,
Dr. Paul Marcoux, director of the university
theatre and "Amadeus," hired 22 year old Redmond as the new Salieri lead actor one week
before opening night. "It was a gutsy thing to
do, but it had to be done," Marcoux said.
Thefirst Salieri, a theatre teacher in Boston,
was having problems, especially with
memorization, Marcoux said. To replace him
was a difficult decision, especially with the
amount of time involved. "I've never had to
do this before so close to performance time,"
said Marcoux. After reaching a mutual agreement that the lead would leave, Marcoux called Redmond last Tuesday.
Redmond, who is living in New York, was
apprehensive hearing Marcoux's intentions, he
said.
"I had to decide if I wanted to take the part,
knowing it would be a week and a halfof total
chaos and wondering whether it was feasible
to bring the play together in such a short time,"
Redmond explained.
Redmond accepted the role last Wednesday.
He flew into Boston Thursday afternoon and
started rehearsal that night.
Everything happened so fast, he said. "1 had
only read the play once, on the plane, before
I was on stage trying to act it out," said
Redmond.
Since last Thursday, actual rehearsals on
stage average seven hours a night. Redmond,
who is staying with fr°nds in Edmonds Hall
until Sunday, sleeps six hours a day and pores
over the script the remaining 11 hours.
Redmond saw a production of "Amadeus"
a few years ago, but didn't remember the
magnitude of the role. "While reading the
script on the plane, I wondered what I had gotten myself into," he said.

Salieri, Redmond's character, is on stage narrating and acting for almost the full three hours
and 15 minutes running time. "It's such a
phenomenally large role," said cast member
and BC student, Dan Perley. "Salieri sets the
mood of the play," he said.
The consensus in the theatre is that Dennis
is incredible, said Perley. "He has worked very
hard with the people helping him and has pulled
the show together in incredible amounts," he
said.
Yet there's a lot of pressure that goes with
the savior image, said Redmond. "There'sonly
so much I can do with such short time," said
Redmond, who shaved off his beard for the
part. "When it's all over, I only hope everyone
involved won't be disappointed."
"So many emotions have been swinging
around this past week," said Redmond.
"There's a mixture of uncertainty and doubt
whether or not I can do it. But I had to put
that aside and know I can do it; I have to do
it."
Redmond said the predominantemotion now
is frustration. "Thisis a nice, juicy, well-written
part," he explained. "It's frustrating to think
of the potential. The more I work with it [the
character], the more I realize what I could do
with it," he said.
Redmond had to compromisehis aspirations.
"I had to tell myself I won't be great?I can't
be, there's not the time to be." he said, "All
I can hope for is that people will walk away
and say 'He was good.' "
Redmond said he has never prepared for a
play like this before. He called rehearsals are
hard and intense. But "Everyone is very supportive and willing to help me out," he said.
"I've really been enjoying the challenge of
this?it's very exciting," said Redmond. "This
is the first time I've been able to work on a play
and just concentrate on that. When I was a student, I always had classes, tests and papers to
worry about?now just my acting."

Redmond explained two methods of
memorization. The easier way is to learn the

lines by constant repetition duringrehearsals.
However, in this case, there was not time. So,
Redmond practices the method of straight
memorization which takes more energy, he
said. "You just have to sit down with the book
and memorize," said Redmond. This script, he
said, pointing to a tattered book, "hasn't been
more than ten feet away from me all week
it's attached to me."
Marcoux has directed Redmond in many
other productions while he was attending BC.
Although it is a difficult show?technically as
well as acting-wise?Marcoux is confident of
Redmond'scapabilities and the cast's support,
he said.
"Dennis is incredible," said production staff
member and Dramatics Society secretary,
Kathy Fitzmaurice. Although, "he wouldn't
have been able to do it without a great company," she explained. The cast has
cohesiveness, enabling each character to play
off another, she said.
Redmond said if he forgets a line while other
actors are on stage, they will cover for him.
"But a lot of the time I'm on stage alone, so
if I forget, I have to suppress my panic and
within a split second, cover with a gesture or
a look," he said. Otherwise the audience will
know something went wrong, he added.
Perley said, before Redmond came the "play
and characters had stagnated. There was a sense
of relief among the cast when Dennis arrived,''
said Perley.
?

Working Redmond into the show was easier
than expected, Perley said. Mainly because he
is so talented, he said. "We finally pulled
together and felt like we had a show," he said.
Comparing "Amadeus" before and after the
switch, Fitzmaurice said "It was a whole new
play after Dennis came."
Redmond, an English major, studied at the
Abbey Theatre in Dublin this summer, and has
been working in New York while preparing his
resume to work with a regional repertory company. He said hopes to be a professional theatre
actor and eventually a director.

Becoming a Clown is Serious Business
by

Andrea Munster

Have you ever wanted to run away with the
circus? Well if you have your opportunitypassed by, at least for this year. The Ringling Bros,
and Barnum and Bailey Circus was in town performing, entertaining, and looking for new
talent to join their three ring extravaganza.
Last Wednesday, the three hundred member
circus held auditions for talented clowns and
dancers. The circus travels across the country
to eighty cities, holding auditions in all of the
cities in which they stay for more than a week.
Boston area performers who are seventeen
years or older were given the chance to gain admission in the world's only clown college. Fifteen prospective students arrived in the Garden
to be interviewed and judged by the men and
women of Clown Alley.
Tommy Parish, the Boss Clown, put the applicants through several drills to test their
motivation, quickness, sense of timing and improvisational ability. The tests included some
pantomime, a group drill, and each performer's
own favorite routine.
Only sixty students will be accepted nationwide, so the audition required a seriousness
that was not easily available in the Garden. The
judgeswere in complete costume for the even-

ing performance. Their red noses, orange hair,
and floppy feet added color and a circus feeling but distracted attention fron the auditioners. Each performer was judged individually by the six clown panel.
The magic of the circus was in the air, as well
as trapeze artists flying overhead and the
distinct smell of elephants. In the middle ring
the King Charles basketball team was rehearsing on their unicycles and in the third ring auditions were being held for dancers who hoped
to join the "Greatest Show on Earth."
About eight dancers, performed for the circus' seasonedchoreographers. Donis Jaime, the
dance captain, taught the dancers short, basic
routines and then watched the girls repeat the
new steps. The dancers were judged on ability
to quickly learn new steps, personality, appearance, and weight.
Darah Velesbir, one of the applicants, traveled from Connecticut for the auditions. A recent graduate of Ohio State University, Darah
said, "I want to travel while I'm young." She
majored in dance and hopes one day to make
it to Broadway. Darah feels that the circus will
give her a good background in dance and will
enable her eventually to reach Broadway.
Ringling, page 23
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Candidates for Clown College at Boston Garden.
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by Lisa M. Stepanski

Cemeteries are best visited in the fall.
I observed. All Souls Day early this year by
paying a visit to Mount Auburn Cemetery in
Cambridge. I'm fond of wandering in
cemeteries, especially at this time of year.The
autumn season is most conducive to sensing the
presence of spirits and other strange and
mysterious phenomenon. The trees ar< by now
almost bare, and the snapping of dc; d leaves
under my feet reminds me that the ps 1 known
as winter is about to descend.

Spirits sleep quietly on sunny days.
The weather on the day of my visit to Mount
Auburn seemed at odds with the gloomy and
Gothic feelings I associate with late October
and November. The sky was painfully blue, the
sun was shining, it was warm and wonderful.
Such cheerful weather forced me to be more
objective in my observations as I made my way
through the densely populated cemetery. It's
hard to believe in witches and restless spirits
at 2:00 in the afternoon of a beautiful autumn
day. Any fears of meeting a wrathful wraith
were quickly dispelled by the sunshine. The
dead slumber peacefully on days such as this.
A map of Mount Auburn is a useful item.
My

visit

began

with a concession to prac-

Reflctions aGraveyard
begin to have an existence outside of biography.
A woman in the main office gave me two
maps of the cemetery-one a horticulturist's
guide to trees and such on the property, the
other a guide to the locations of the graves of
55 famous Americans whosefinal resting place
is Mount Auburn. The woman also gave me
a Harvard Library Bulletin entitled "Mount
Auburn Cemetery: A Proper Boston Institution" by Barbara Rotundo. Since I have a difficult time telling one tree from another, I
didn't use the horticulturist's guide. However,
the other map was what I needed to give my
walk a purpose, and the pamphlet (which was
a brief history of the cemetery) was full of
strange and interesting facts about the place.
I decided to look for the graves of Julia Ward
Howe, Mary Baker Eddy, and Amy Lowell.
They were numbers 30, 18, and 35, respectively, on the map.

Halloween festivities was poignant and
somehow reassuring. It was comforting that
Sandra was addressed as though she were still
alive. I suppose that's what we all hope for
that the living will still think of us as-an "immediate and active presence after we are dead.

Lake?a body of water that only half lived up
to its name. It seemed more a sluggish pond
to me.
As I sat at the base of Mrs. Eddy's memorial,
I read about the history of Mount Auburn
cemetery, and appropriately enough, learned
how the rumor was generated that this respectable woman was buried with a telephone. The

?

In the end, cemeteries are for the living.

Who are the dead?

I was surprised to find that many of the
markers in Mount Auburn Cemetery have no
epitaphs but merely have the name of the
deceased and a date or dates on them. There
were a number of smaller stones with the words
"mother" and "father" carved on them. I was
perplexedby one stone that read "ToBe Named." It was the seventh in a line of markers in
the Dickinson family plot. All the others had
names carved on them. Was there a person
buried under "To Be Named?" Perhaps "To

Stepanski
M.

Lbyisa
construction of the Eddy memorial was such

a complicated affair that a telephone was installed at the site to keep the workmen in contact with the home office. The story began to
circulate among Harvard students that Mrs.
Eddy's followers expected her to use the phone
to send messages from beyond the grave. Since
I saw no evidence of phone lines, I concluded
that the phone was removed after construction
of the monument was completed.
The dead are very much with us.

.

Phot

Looking at thememorial erected to William
Frederick Harnden who died in 1845 made me
realize this. Although no disrespect was intended, I was very amused by this overpowering and
rather ridiculous monumentto the memory of
the "Founder of the Express Business in
America." A huge, sad-eyed marble dog sits
at the foot of a large square base, which the
Harvard Library Bulletin informs me is "supposed to be a safe." On this base is a huge urn.
The entire tableau is sheltered by a granite
canopy that is supported by pillars. Two pictures are carved on opposite sides of the "safe"both are of women handing packages to a
delivery man.

At one point in my walk, I found myself in
the Auburn Court Crypt Gardens, a modern
structure of pink stone walls surrounding a
courtyard. The smooth surface of thewalls was
The Harvard Bulletin mentions that as a
etched with names and dates. Most of the result of the competition that developed among
names had two dates under them but there were express companies, Harnden died a bankrupt
a few with only one followed by a dash. I ad31. The elaborate nature of the monuM. mire people who are that prepared for death. at age(interestingly
enough erected by the Exment
As I was looking at the various names and press Companies of the United States) certainly
by dates, I noticed a mound of fresh flowers and supports the suggestion of the author of the
some pumpkins that had been placed under Harvard Bulletin that the companies were try' 'Sandra Cutone 1974-1984."0ne of the puming to assuage some of the guilt they felt at
pkins had a jack o'lantern face drawn on it, Harnden's death. After all, the monument
ticality. I stopped at the main office located
Be Named" was an infant who had died before the other had the words "We Miss You Very couldn't make him feel any better.
near the imposing stone front gate in order to
a suitable name was found. Or was the stone Much Sandy." I stared at the flowers and the
get some information on the cemetery. I had
reserved for a Dickinson who had yet to die? pumpkins for a long time. The pumpkin
Much thinking on serious subjects can be accome to Mount Auburn with the idea of
message bothered me, although I'm not sure complished in a cemetery.
wandering with a purpose. I knew some famous
There is no phone in Mary Baker Eddy's why. Its directness was disconcerting. The
people were buried here, and I wanted to be tomb.
words suggested that the writer had a very
I compared the architecture of various
sure to find them. In particular, I was looking
definite idea of what Sandra's existence in the monuments, I thought about how awful it is
for the memorial erected to the memory of
Certainly Mary Baker Eddy, the founder of
afterlike was like. Clearly, this person thought to be forgotten after you have died, I conMargaret Fuller, who was lost at sea during a Christian Science, has reason to rest peacefulSandra had a consciousness, and the living templated my own mortality, I wondered what
shipwreck. Visiting the graves of famous per- ly under the massive marble monument erected
could communicate with her.
it was like to be dead for 100 years. Quite a
sons makes them seem more real to me.They in her memory. Her tomb overlooks Halcyon
This attempt to include the dead child in bit of reflection for a sunny October afternoon.
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PalmistryMade asy
E
by

Madame. Zorba

The word "palmistry" conjures up images of
gypsies shrowded in darkness, whispering secrets
of the past and future to trembling customers. But
do you need to have Bulgarian ancestors to perform such mysterious feats of mysticism?
Although traces of Balkan blood are known to
benefit prophesizing, it is not a necessary requirement. So, as Halloween creeps closer, stirring up
curiosities about the occult, I thought that a quick
"Do-it-yourself" palmistry guide would be in
order. The age old art of palm reading may be
spooky but with proper instruction it can be performed by all.
Let's start with the basics. There are three major lines found on the palm of the right hand: the
heart line, the head line and the life line.
The heart line runs horizontally from left to
right, directly beneath the fingers. The deeper the
line the more romantic and sensitive a person is.
If the line is choppy, the subject can be moody
about affairs of the heart.
The head line is found below the heart line. It
begins above the thumb and usually runs across
to the far side of the hand. If this line is straight
and sharp it is a sign of determination and stubborness. If there is a fork at the end of the head
line, the subject's parents have contradicting personalities. This means that the subject is likely of
having a dual personality. When the- head line
reaches down towards the area across from the
thumb, the Mount of Luna, this is a sign of the
person's tendency to daydream.

The life line does not determine longevity, as is
popularlybelieved, rather, it shows how fully one
leads her life. If it is a strong, straight line it means

that the person easily overcomes obstacles. If there
is a break in the life line a transition in the subject's attitudes is determined.
When the heart, head and life line connect to
form an "M" this shows luck in money and
marriage.
The marriage lines are on the side of the hand,

opposite the thumb and above the heart line. If
there is one line (they resemble short, faint marks)
a single marriage should be expected. Two lines
indicate two marriages, and so on.
The muscular area below the thumb is known
as the Mount of Venus. When the hand is flexed
it can be felt. The harder it is the better the subject's sex life.
The Girdle of Venus is a semi circular line above
the heart line. If a person has this line it adds
energy to their sex life.
Fewknow that palmistry includes the digits. For
example, the length of the ring finger (Sun) and
the index finger (Jupiter) reveals a person's general
aspirations in life. If Jupiter is longer, success is
desired. If the sun is longer, happiness is the goal.
And if the both fingers are equal in length the subject strives for a life of joy and prosperity.
Knuckles also determine one's artistic ability.
The knottier the knuckles the more artistic the
person.

Finally, anyone who's reading this guide probably has the mystic cross. This is an "X" that
forms between the head line and the heart line. It
suggests that a person has a fascination with the
unusual and the mystical. But even if you don't
have the mystic cross, the eerie universe of palmisty
can still be explored by thosewho dare. Once given
the key, you must unlock the door. Happy
Halloween.
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SIL VER BULLET Film directed by Daniel
Attias, written by StephenKing, starring Gary
Busey, Everett McGill and Cory Haim. At the
Sack Pi Alley and the Circle Cinema.
?

by Brian

Callahan

Blood, gore and not much more?that's what
you get in Silver Bullet, StephenKing's latest
cinematic concoction. The master of macabre
wrote both the originalstory and the screenplay
for this horror of a movie. His original idea
for the novella Cycle of the Werewolf, on which
the movie is based, was to have it published in
12 chapters on a calendar. This movie, at any
rate, deserves to be nailed to the wall.
The plot of Silver Bullet is very simple; so
simple and cliched, in fact, that one yearns for
the complexityand inventiveness of a Batman
comic book. A werewolf is terrorizing the
typical small town of Tarker's Mill. Picture Our

Town transported to the eighties. The simple
townsfolk, of course, don't realize that is not
a maniac but a werewolf who is causing the
series of gruesome murders, all of which are
perpetrated during a full moon.
Enter Marty Coslaw, a poor little handicapped boy in a motorized wheelchair. Herealizes
that something strange is afoot when his best
friend is torn to shreds. Slowly, he pieces the
parts of the puzzle together. The howling, the
mutilations, the full moon?it all adds up to
werewolf. This daring hypothesis is confirmed when he narrowly escapes becoming a mid-

night snack for the moon-mad creature. Marty is saved by a lucky shot into the werewolf's
eye with a twelve ounce skyrocket and a quick
getaway in his souped-up wheelchair. Oh, how
I squirmed in my seat, 'though the rest of the
audience was laughing uncontrollably.
Naturally, no one believes young Marty when

he recounts this nocturnal nastiness. And then,
when his sister discovers that the local reverend
is missing an eye, the plot thickens and comes

a boil. Unfortunately, it boils over and leaves
an unsavory mess on the screen.
There is, in all, very little to recommend this
film. Gary Busey does turn in an engaging performance as Marty's hard drinking but considerate uncle. However, the rest of the cast appear to be suffering from rigor mortis punctuated with bouts of hysteria. Of course, since
the characters that King creates can only
charitably be called even one-dimensionaty, the
to

lack of anything resembling believable acting
is somewhat understandable.
The directing, however, is of an entirely different quality. Yes, it is even worse. For example, we are treated to an overabundance of
close-ups showing apprehensive and horrorstricken faces. But the most offensive feature
of the movie is its obsession with gratuitous
violence and gore. This is displayed in the first
minute of the film. Not only is there a decapitation just as the credits finish rolling, the severed
head is then run over by a train. All of this is
shown in gruesome detail. It seems the director realized the movie was handicapped by a
hackneyed script, poor acting and worse
cinematography; so he decided to rely on butchery to save thefilm. Hesucceeds only in making a silly horror movie into a disgusting
travesty.

Lunar

mayhem

Why is a fine novelist like King wasting his
talents on excrement like this? One can
speculate that money is a key factor. Dino Dc
Laurentis is the prime mover behind this film,
and he always brings plenty of cash, but little
creativity, to his projects. Witness his wretched screen adaptation of Dune. One can only
hope that this total failure will discourage both
King and Dc Laurentis from further cinematic
ventures; just as one hopes this review will
discourageeven loyalKing fans from seeing this
movie. If you crave new chillers from Stephen
King, read his latest book, but if you believe
film should rise above the level of slice and dice,
do not see this celluloid sin.

in Silver Bullet.

Ringling Bros. Clown College
Mcontinuedfrom page 21
Donis Jaime has been with the circus for a
year and a half. Donis joinedthe circus to get
out of the nine to five routine and to use the

dance skills she felt she was wasting. Donis is
happy with the circus and will continue traveling the country for a while longer.
Mr. Bill, a member of Clown Alley, joined
the circus four years ago. Originally from
Milwaulkee, Bill Machtel auditioned three times
before being accepted to Clown College. After
being accepted Bill, like the other clowns, went
to school for eleven weeks in Venice, Florida.
There he learned how to apply clown make-up,
design costumes, work with audiences and be
an acrobat. Mr. Bill loves the circus and hopes
to be a clown forever. The best part of the job
according to him is that "I can get away with
everything."

The people in the Ringling Bros, and Barnum and Bailey circus are all lively and fun.
They say that the benefits of circus life are

endless. Tommy Parish met his wife Tammy
in Clown College. They are one of many circus families. Forty children, some of whom perform, live with their parents on the circus train.
They are tutored everyday and eventually
graduate with a high school degree. Some of
them grow up and become circus performers
and others leave, but none of them ever forget
their lives as members of the circus.
Susan Merchant from Norwich, Vermont,
has been trying out for the Ringling Circus for
three years. She chases the show to New York,
Boston, and Philadelphia. Susan said that her
obsession with joining the circus began when
she learned how to juggle. She has worked at
summer camps for four years and is currently
a member of the Big Apple Circus.
Susan says that "all I want to be is a Ringling clown." If Susan is accepted to the Clown
College she says she will be a clown forever.
"Thecircus is special. They create magic, and
I want to help make that magic."

Engels
Sue

by

Phot
Aspiring to the Big Top.

meaning of feminism does not even
implybeing unfriendly! What do you

think?
?H.B.L.C.

DEJAORPHUBNLISED WEEKLY

Dear John is a weekly advice column. He happily answers letters submitted to the Heights, McElroy 113,
Friday.
before
5
p.m.

are the ethical implications of this.
?Adonis H 611

Dear Adonis
Don't worry about it, we could use
Dear John,
another pretty face, but it's up to you
I have been seeing my girlfriend to find her housing.
Nancy for a long time. She has been
pressuring me to marry her, and I Dear John
don't know what to do. What are
Does pushing the elevator or
some things I should be thinking crosswalk button more than once
about? Thanks for your column!
make any difference?
?Dug my own hole.
?Weary in Walsh
Dear Holy,
I'm glad that you're not letting
yourself get pressured into anything,
especiallya lifetime commitment, if
you're not completely sure what to
do. I think you should take some
time to talk and find out why Nancy
wants to get married. Relax, discuss
the issue, and be sure to let her know
how you feel.

Dear Weary,
Yes, by pressing the button more
than once you nurture the illusion
that you are a valuable, effective

member of society, when in fact the
button has no connection with the
machine's operation at all.

Dear John,
Are all men at BC hardcore, over
the line chauvinists? Any man who
Dear John,
treats a woman with respect, as an
I was inspired to write to you after equal (which she is), will have no
reading a letter appearing in your col- trouble finding tons of women to be
umn (10/28) from 2 girls in Ed- his friends. Some may call us unapmonds. Being a gorgeous male Bio proachable, but maybe they should
major, I have noticed that there are check their approaches and explore
no attractive female Bio majors. I their ideas of what they consider a
have remedied the situation by relationship. They may be threatencreating the "perfect mate." What ed by intelligent women. And the

Dear H.B.L.C,
Yes, there is obviously a lack of
good communication between the
sexes at BC. I do feel that both
groups should be more open to conversation. In turn, I feel this will
bolster trust and improve relationships campus-wide. This sounds
idealistic, right? Well, I think that the
lack of respect and trust that taints
many relationships is based on a fundamental lack of self-pride and confidence. You've got to trust yourself
first.
Dear John,
Who is the "Surly Burly
Debutante" in reality and who ever
gave her license to permeate our collegiate weekly with her inane observations on life? I would like to find
her and slap her obnoxious face.
?Irate on Upper Campus
Dear Irate,

My, you have a temper. Ms.

Debutante is a kind and innocent lass
who merely wishes more of us to
smell the roses. I think you could use
a slap and a cold shower.
Dear John,
Is it me or does the McElroy
lounge always smell like vomit?
?Bill Smecko
Dear Smecko,
Don't call the Health Department,
it's only the musty aroma of succulent entrees wafting down from the
Eagles Nest.

Dear John,

I dine at the fine facilities of the
Eagles Nest quite often and have

noticed a group of four men in
checkered pants eating and disscussing Reagan each time I go there. Are
they BCDS employees? If so, can I
too be paid to digest fast food and
discuss world politics all day long?
?Worried in Williams
Dear Worried,
What are you worried about?
You'll be relieved to know that they
are CIA agents who have been callby Patty

Ed in to protect BCDS culinary
secrets from being stolen by communist spies. It's all part of Reagan's
cracking
down
on Soviet
expansionism.
To John: I appreciated your letter,
but what's your question? This is not
the editorials.
Ana, merci beaucoup.
Thanks for the letters.
?John.

Hamilton

Scattered maples, oaks and elms
Like silent ushers softly sway
And beckon to the coming cold
Cool observers of the passing years
Bend and stretch in the brisk fall breeze
Patiently awaiting winter's first frost
These proud players shake and dance
Upon the season's stage
Casting shadows across the yard
and through my mind
Their brilliant gowns of orange and yellow
Rustle softly in the crisp autumn air
Awakening thoughts of seasons past
Dazed by the glare of the setting sun
In the changing shapes and colors
Of their royal rustling robes
I'm swept back several years
To other bright October days
Back to a time when our hearts were young
and our futures so uncertain
Back to the yard at the German school
where we'd meet on warm fall days
Back to a time when silence said more than words
and laughter was all that broke the silence
And then the distant church bell rings
Awakening me from my dream
It's cold here in the shadows
Of Autumn's solemn sentinels
As I gather my books and pull on my sweater
A strong gust blows up their noble skirts of gold
Sending leaves like memories
to scatter at my feet
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'In Our Universe'
by Hugh O'Donovan and Rex Roldan
Thursday, October 24. Buzz and the Gang,

Corsairs, and Bags at Chefs Last Call.

Hugh: You know a place is cool when the
barstools are ripped, the band plays in the corner, the walls are covered at random intervals
by wallpaperand fake wood panelling, and the
crowd ranges from skinheads to yuppies (not
too many yuppies, thank God). Chet's Last
Call is such a place. Located conveniently close
to the Pussy Cat Cinema! I know I'll be back.
Rex: Chet's Last Call has a dingy but likable
atmosphere I'll admit. One of the very few
clubs like Jumpin Jack Flash which has wall
to wall carpeting. And if the bands are boring
you can watch the World Series on TV at the
bar. The first band, Buzz and the Gang, make
it tough to even watch the commercials. Their
style of rock is very rough-edged bordering
slightly on punk. The music, garage level at the
least, is very tight and slightly familiar, as far
as garage music goes. I like them though, they
sound fresh. They seem fresh, looking excited
as people slam dance. They were excited enough
to thank the people later. Hoo boy.
H: Kind of like cute hardcore at post adolescent speed. I find them very appealing, then
again I'm always attracted to a band with a girl
in it who sings and plays like she cares and enjoys it. For the last fifty years or so in pop
music, girls have had it better than boys in the
adorable, sexy musician worship area. Luckily we have a lot of this in the 80's with the
Bangles, Lizzie Borden and the Axes, the
Screaming Sirens, the GoGo's, the Pretenders,
and now Buzz and the Gang. Get me more beer.
R: Get your own beer, spudhead.
H: I'm starting to notice a few cute girls. The
miniskirt ratio is drastically low however. I
blame the cold weather and liberal humanism.
R: I describe this place as slightly ideal in an
almost surreal, bizarre sense. It's as if two
slightly extreme lifestyles have clashed creating
this tepid yuppie-punk corner in our universe.
H: Now the Corsairs have taken to the tiny
triangular stage and have asked us that eternal
question, 'are you ready for more music?' No,
we were kind of hoping that everyone would
be real quiet so we could hear the TV. The
words retrograde, stagnant, boring, cliche, and
Cuisinart keep running through my head,
threatening to jump off my omnipresent
tongue. Any band that ends each chorus with
a communal 'Whooo!' and says, 'thangew,'
just like Doug Henning, after each song
deserves to have their household appliances

painted in Dayglo colors and then shot. Yes,
shot! I will not back down on this so don't push
me. I'm a dangerous guy.
R: The Corsairs, ahhh, the name brings to
mind a stale, late 50's insult to a self degrading
bunch of zero-charisma fellows eating rice pudding while wallowing in a neon lit mudbath.
I really don't like this band very much. They're

careful, relying on musical formulas that
worked twenty five years ago. They would've
been welcome back then but now I think it's
time for them to say 'good-bye.'
H: When I was seven years old, I had a
wipeout (1970 kid word) on my bike and
scraped the hell (and about five raw, pulsing
pounds of flesh) out of my leg. In place of (au
lieu dc) the missing flesh grew the largest scab
the state of Minnesota had ever seen; in fact,
I won first prize in the 4-H "Homespun Bodily Grotesqueries" booth at the state fair. For
some unknown reason I am strongly remindtoo

Ed of that pus filled monstrosity as the Corsairs
are playing. I think what is needed is an increase
in the miniskirt/cute chick ratio. Hoo boy.
R: Hugh, maybe you should say goodbyetoo
and when you leave, take these guys with you.
H: Thank God they're gone and I'm still
here. Chet's Last Call (69 Causeway St., North
Sta.) is definitely the coolest of the cool. The
overhead lights are orange and green and
there's one of those disco glitter balls hanging
over the dancefloor. Still not enough miniskirts
though.

H: A sense of humor is essential for getting
through life as an individual, or as a band, or
even as a frog with an M-80 in your mouth living your last seconds in a Midwesterner's rural
mailbox. If you can't laugh at the tragic absurdity of dying simply to amuse a couple of
ten year olds, you don't deserve that M-80 in
your throat, that's what I think, and I think
I forgot what I was going to say but this band

makes me laugh with them. Who else admits
to knowing "Freebird?"
R: Hugh, I think you remind me of a once
tragic absurdity. I think it's about time I rated
you.

R: The Bags are a welcome sound when compared to the droll, boring drone of the Corsairs.

Enthusiasm runs rampant through their set.
They put on an exciting stage show to match
their rebellious, paranoid, and disconcertingly angry music. The music is harsh and if I
could understand the lyrics I might say that
they're harsh too. But I can't so I won't.

Next week the world's two most powerful critics don't get to review Paul Young. But who
needs to when our writing makes such
fascinating entertainment? Ask S. Mike (that's
who).

Surly Debutante
by Lauren Leja

I never claimed to have a license to write this
column. Actually, I'm still struggling with my
learner's permit, and that can be revoked at any
time, if I'm seen typing while under the influence. Meanwhile, back at the ranch...
Hopefully my "inane" life will pick up a little
(literally and figuratively) in the excitement
department, now that Saturn is entering
Sagittarius to team up with Uranus. Translation: more fun in the new world. According to
the stars, I am supposedly entering a 30 year
cycle so wonderful that it will make up for the
past 20 sh-ty years. This remains to be seen.
Actually, when your life has been a drag for
two decades, one fifth of a century, even
mediocrity sounds heavenly.
All two of you out there reading this opus
may be wondering if I received your "comments." My response to number one: "Thank
you. I hope I can continue to annoy, aggravate,
and agitate your person even more in thefuture.
Writing for people like you is like poking dead
animals with pointed sticks: I want to make
sure you've really stoppedbreathing. You seem
to be a rather sour young person." Number
Two: "Basically it all boils down to the
"Diamond-in-the Rough theory." The major
problem with this notion however, is that we
are the only folks with mining equipment
around town. In a decade or twelve, you'll see
mv typewriter in the Smithsonian, between Pia
Zadora's cue cards and Dave Letterman's

facial blotters. By the way, I do consent to give
birth to your children."
Actually, my typewriter is my shrink. These
verbal gymnastics are pseudo-calisthenics for
my ego. I'd rather sit and ramble for 20 pages
than aerobicize to Ms. Fonda in the privacy of
my own home. Besides, I refuse to buy a pair
of Reeboks, and it's mighty hard to guzzle tea
while doing deep-knee bends.
Had a delightful weekend. Friday was spent

floating in epsom salts in Brighton, which was
a tad frustrating. I had expected to tumble out

of the tank reverted back to a foraging simian
lifestyle. But all I really got out of the whole
ordeal was a pleasantly restful hour and ears
full of sodium.
Went to Harvard Square to exorcise the ghost
of capitalism present in my soul. "Buy! Buy!
Buy!" shrieked the frenzied litany of consumerism to my wallet. During this debacle of
dinero, I was approached by a clean-cut, AllAmerican, Harvard-Grad-Student, EveryMother's-Dream-for-a-Son-in-Law. A very
pleasant, interesting, lovelyman. The clincher
was the best pick-up line of the week: "I want
to teach you Greek." What ever happened to
the etchings? I love artists; they're all so damn
subtle, so damn sensitive.

and funsters were out in ominous numbers.
Many beautiful men wearing skirts fluidly
smoked cigarettes. The post-concert hotspott
was, of course, Pizza Pad in Kenmore Square.
Human specimen watching at its finest. But
these observations must be done casually and
discreetly: staring through dark glasses, glancing over greasy pizza slices, peering through
shingled bangs. The guy I spy is peroxide
blonde, pale and surprisingly clad in black. We
already have a lot in common. How do I meet
this suave scenester? Share a smoke, make a
joke, grasp and reach for a leg of hope?
(Thanks Gordon) During my deliberation, he
grabs his skateboard and glides out into the
leather crowd. The Celebration's mob is out in
full force. Scores of women blatantly resembling secretarial school graduates teeter in
polyurethane pumps. Lots ofpink satin, ruffled
ankle socks, and Madonna beauty marks. I feel
like I should be chaperoning them at a junior
high school dance. These wayward teens are
surrounded by an aura of communicable
disease and Love's Baby Soft perfume. Mom
is tooting the horn of the station wagon to get
their attention. They all tumble in, like spandex
sacks of potatoes. Ah, Youth.

Grateful tip of the debutante tiarra to the
fabulous pals who made my birthday lovely and
to fellow-scribe John who has defended me to
The notorious aforementioned, redheadedhipster was seen at The Cure. The show was this thorny den of iniquity, known as BC. I am
wonderful, and Robert Smith was surprising- looking forward to the future triumverately only semi-morose. The scenesters, hipsters, strength column. Where do 1 enlist?
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COLLECTION

- 50% OFF
AvaNable at BAZAAR

1415 Beacon St., Coolidge Corner, Brookline
His: Mon.

Sat. 10 - 6 Sun. 1-5
-566-1983

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD
Modern British Studies
Boston University is pleased to announce the opportunity for students to study for one semester at St.
Catherine's College, University of Oxford. Semester
programs will begin (spring) January 6, (summer) May
19, and (fall) September 4,1986.
Features include:
? Core courses, tutorials and seminars in modern British history, politics, and literature
? Lectures and tutorials
by Oxford faculty
? 16 semester credits from Boston
University
?
Convenient living arrangement in the city of Oxford
?
Student privileges at St. Catherine's College

Highly qualified students are invited to apply to:
Study Abroad Office
Boston University
143 Bay State Rd.
Boston, MA 02215
(617)353-3316
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Police
B
lotter
by Patrice Egan

October 16
At 4:29 am, a vending machine in
Carney was reported vandalized.
Police responded to a larceny
report in Cushing at 6:18 pm.
October 17
A faulty smoke detector set off the
fire alarm in O'Connell House at
6:55 am.
Police gave a trespass warning to
the driver of a vehicle on Middle
Campus at 1:50 pm.
A student injured at the Plex was
transported to clinic for treatment at
4:46 pm.
At 9 pm, neighbors complained of
noise on Lower Campus. Police rectified the situation.
October 18
Checking a noise complaint on
Sutherland Road at 3:02 am, police
found the area quiet.
At 9:11 am police responded to a
vandalism report in Williams.
A larceny was reported in Higgins
at 1:45 pm.
A license plate was reported missing from the Plex parking lot at 7:33
pm.
Between 8:10 pm and 8:30, four

were taken of students
without ID's in Hillsides, Edmonds
and Walsh.
Alcohol was confiscated in Walsh
at 8:00 pm, 8:42 pm and 9:50 pm.

reports

There was also a confiscation
Loyola at 9:47 pm.
Neighbors complained about noise
on Cummings Road at 10:21 pm.
Police responded to an emergency
call box on Newton Campus at 10:37,
but found no problem.
October 19
Students were identified in Kostka
at 12:28 am after reports of trash being thrown out of windows.
At 4:05 pm alcohol was confiscated in Alumni Stadium.
Larceny was reported in McGuinn
at 5:24 pm.
At 7:00 pm a student was reported
without an ID in Hillsides A and B.
Police transported an intoxicated
person from Alumni Stadium to St.
Elizabeth's Hospital at 7:25 pm.
A noise complaint was investigated
in Cushing Hall at 11:16 pm.
Alcohol was confiscated in the
mods at 11:27 pm.
October 20
Seven minutes past midnight vandalism was reported in Edmonds.
Police responded to a noise complaint in Hardey at 12:25 am.
Alcohol was confiscated in
Hillsides B at 1:21 am.
At 3:25 am, an automobile accident was reported near Alumni Hall.
A pull station was activated in
Keyes South, sounding the fire alarm
at 5:13 am.
Computer equipment was reported
stolen from Carney at 7:21 pm.

A malfunction in the system set off
the fire alarm in 66 Commonwealth
Avenue at 8:04 pm.

October 21
At 12:43 am, an injured animal
was transported from Newton Campus to Angel Memorial Hospital.
Found property was eiven to
police for safekeeping at 8:01 pm.
October 22
A faulty smoke detector set off the
fire alarm in Kostka at 2:54 am.
At 10:25 pm, property was
reported stolen from O'Neill Library.
October 23
Neighbors complained about noise
on Commonwealth Avenue at 1:11
am. It was quiet when police arrived.
Police responded to a report of
youths trying to tip cars on Lower
Campus at 1:52 am. They found no
damage.
At 8:52 am, University property
was reported stolen from 66 Commonwealth Avenue.
Workers set off the fire alarm in
Hillsides A and B at 10:35 am.
Larceny was reported in McElroy
main dining area at 12:35 pm.
A wallet was reported stolen from
Carney at 3:42 pm.
Seven minutes later, a hit and run
motor vehicle accident was reported
on Lower Campus.
October 24
A motor vehicle accident was
reported on Commonwealth Avenue
at 1:19 am.
Police transported a student with
a hand injury to St. Elizabeth's at
2:37 am.
Electrical problems set off the fire

alarm in Shaw House at 8:41.
At 11:55 am, police took a report
of a stolen moped from the mods.
Laundry was stolen from Edmonds at 12:48 pm.

Happy Halloween. ?Jason, Damian,'
Carrie, Norman, Rosemary's baby,
and the Adams Family.
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WOMEN'S: $35.95
MEN'S: $39.95

THE SHOE
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BOOTIQUE

1237 Commonwealth Aye., Allston
(Next to Marty's Liquor Store)
254-3838
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SENIORS:
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? Tell Me About Yourself.
? What Are Your Strengths And Weaknesses?
? Why Did You Choose Your Major?
? Why Did You Choose to Interview With Us?
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You've chosen Boston College
for its academic excellence.
Now, choose Esposito's Nautilus
Training Center for its athletic
excellence. Train with the
Masters of physical conditioning. Less than 1 mile from
Newton Campus.

? Olympic Free Weight

(10,000 lbs.)
? Nautilus - 17 Machines
? Karate ? Aerobics

? Tanning
230 Adams St. ? Newton ? 965-4977
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\ Puligny MonLrachet,
vBT D Ste.inbc.rger Riesling,
/A xv Chateau Greyiac,
Pcrignon (1170,1,
\ r/Z? Dom di
Montalcino,
/*m Cooper Real Ale,
P^in£r CJr <{ u£ll, MactesonStout,

/077 Kroncr>bourq Light,

-^j B\
/ \u25a0 1/ \

IO
/ oSmuel Smith Taddy Porter;
/ Watncy's Red barrel (draft)

Toast of the Continent.

Welcome to Oskar's Drinking Salon.
a library of spirits unparalleled stateside A Pike's treat (over exit 17.
Newton), to start a successful evenmg or lor after a game, showor play
Full lunch, dinner or lighter fare, wuh

internationalland domestic) ollenngs
to match the drink selections And
wait 'till you try the desserts! Oskar's
-80 of the world'sfinest wines,
35 imported beers, light banter and
friendly conversation Salud1

Learn how to articulate a smooth response to these
and other difficult questions.
? Interview Workshops Held Daily at the Career Center
? Simulated Videotaped Interviews Can Be Scheduled
With A Paraprofessional Career Advisor.
Call 3430 to Sign Up

x

BEFORE THE PARTY GOES
ANYWHERE...

MAKE YOUR MOVE TO BAYSTATE!
THE PLACE TO GO WHEN YOU'RE LOW ON DOUGH

Baystate Discount Liquors
1191 Centre St., Newton Center
Open Every Night Til 11 p.m.
Rolling Rock Bar Bottles $8.99
Bud Suitcase
$10.75
$10.75
Miller & Lite Suitcase
$9.99
Stroh Suitcase
$8.99
Schlitz Suitcase
$8.79
Busch Suitcase
$7.99
Old Milwaukee

O§KfTRI>
Dining Rooms Bistro Drinking Salon
Over the Mass Pike (exit 1 7i, Gateway Center, Newton MA 02 158 FT"
(61 7) 969-0615 Free validated parking
\S>l

?

Vodka or Gin

$4.99
$4.99
1983 Beaujolais Villages 2
GREAT BUY!
$5

Gallo 3.01
Codorniu 750ml

*

?

\u25a0

Cuervo White 750ml $8.79
$7.99*
Kahlua7soml
$7.99
Strogoffl.7sl

All Beer Plus Deposit

* With MFG Rebate

*

£
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Events and Announcements
MONDAY
Womanfire Feminist Discussion
Group. Topics: Sexism in the
Workplace. 4 - 5:30 PM.

Cult of Thinness. Sharlene HessBeiber speaking at the Barry Arts
Pavilion at 7:30 PM on Newton
Campus. All welcome!

TUESDAY

Monday, Oct 21 and every Monday
BC Radio Theatre. Live soap opera,
through Dec 2, the BC Health Sera
Reduction
The Olympians at 5:30 PM on
sponsoring
Stress
vices is
& Relaxation Program at McGuinn WZBC, 90.3 FM.
3rd Floor Lounge from 7 - 8:30 PM
open to students and staff. Contact Is Your Drinking Water Safe? Come
Emma Alpert in the Health Service and find out! Talk on TOXIC
Office, ext 4668, for more details. WASTE. McGuinn 3rd floor lounge,
7 PM. Sponsored by the EnReaganomics, Is it working? Find out vironmental Action Center.
at the debate on Monday, Nov 4 in The Charismatic Prayer CommuniMcGuinn Auditorium at 7:30 PM. ty of BC welcomes everyone to their

weekly meeting at 7:30 PM in St.
Joe's Chapel.

Pieces
Nicaragua and Guatemala
of the Crisis. Cushing auditiorium
slide presentation on the current crisis
in Central America at 8 PM. By Fr.
Robert O'Donnell and Fr. John
McGuinnis. Sponsored by Peace in
?

Central America of BC and BC
Chaplaincy.

WEDNESDAY
Philosophy Block Party! Meet the

professors! Discuss spring courses!
Eat fabulous free food! Philosophy
Dept Carney 213-223, 1:30 to 4 PM.

Colloquim: The Gravitational Lens
0957561: New Data, New Models.
Professor Marc Gorenstein Centre
for Astrophysics. 4:15 PM Higgins
262. Coffee, Tea at 3:45 in Higgins

354.

Psychology Majors Meeting. 4 PM
in McGuinn 121. Registration and
advisement will be discussed.
English Faculty/Student Social today

4:30 PM. All are welcome.
Refreshments will be served.
at

The Gay Community at BC will meet
at 7:30 PM at Haley House, 314
Hammond St. All are welcome.
Irish Studies Program presents Scan
Mac Reamoinn, Director of Extend-

$1500

ed Affairs Radio-Telefis Eireann,
speaking on"The Pleasure of Gaelic
Poetry." 8 PM, Gasson 315.

CASH PRIZES

THURSDAY

Joseph's, 7:45 AM, 4:30 PM.
Cushing 8:30 AM, 12 PM. Newton,
12 PM, 4:30 PM.

All Saints Day liturgy at Murray
House at 4 PM. All welcome.
Piano Bar at Murray House at 8 PM.

The

successful event on camEntertainment, snacks,
'refreshments' all for only $3.
most

pus.

Come to our Halloween Party. Campion Gym, sponsored by the ULA.
Cash Bar: proper ID required Be
there 8 PM to 12:30 AM.
?

Haley House Coffeehouse. Come
relax with friends and enjoy folk and
jazz music. 8:30 PM to 12 AM.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Free Skating Instruction, McHugh
Forum Tues 11:30 AM
12:30 PM
and Fri 12
1:30 PM. All skill levels
accepted. More information call
Donna Ferhald 325-2255. Starting
Now!
?

?

Haunted House at Murray House at
7 PM. Come join in on all the activities for $2 or $1 if in costume.
FRIDAY

The BC Film Board presents
Poltergeist on Fri and Sat evenings
in McGuinn Auditorium at 7:30 and
10 PM, and on Sun night in Barry
Arts Pavilion at 7 PM.

See the BC-Holy Cross football game
for free!!! Usher the first half for this
Nov 23 game contact Gold Key
Society, X3497.

Schedule of Masses for All Saints
Day, Nov 1. St. Ignatius, 8 AM,
12:15 PM, 4 PM, 5:30 PM. St.
Mary's, 11 AM, 12 PM, 1 PM. St.

I'lata M

Wash, Cut and Styling
$11.00 Him and Her $14.50
Reg. $15.00
Reg. $20.00

"Trick or Treat!"
Halloween - Thursday, October 31

With B.C. I.D.
Call for an Appointment
332-8392 or 527-9066
1187 Center St.
Newton Centre, MASS
?

CELEBRATON
Avenue,
510 Commonwealth

-

NARCISSUS

Kenmore Square, Boston

- 536-1950

?
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ton University ? Emerson College ? Fordham
University ? Georgetown University ? Massachusetts institute of Technology ? Oklahoma
State University ? Syracuse University ? Tufts
University ? University of Maine ? University of
Notre Dame ? Villanova University
This is just a small sampling of the nearly 75 graduate schools
from across the country that will be represented at the Boston
GRE/CGS Forum. Take advantage of this exciting opportunity to
meet with graduate school representatives,pick up catalogs and
applications, and attend workshops on topics including admissions and financial aid, CRE test preparation, and graduate study
in a variety of disciplines.

Saturday November 16,1985
Hyatt Regency Cambridge

575 Memorial Drive
9:00 am 4:00 pm

-

Registrationfee is $3, payableat the door. Registration begins
at 8:30 am. Watch for more Forums Information In upcoming
editions of this newspaper.
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ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClas
flexible. $5 per hour, 15 minute walk
from BC. Call 527-8562 or 552-4247.

HELP WANTED
Nursing

Nursing
Assistants, Nurses. Work according
to your schedule this semester. Flexible job placements at local hospitals
and nursing homes in Newton,
Wellesley, Brookline, Brighton,
Cambridge, Quincy, and Braintree.
Students,

Call 738-5030 between 9-4 to make
an appointment for interview. Nur-

sing Placement, Inc., 1368 Beacon St,

Babysitter needed Wed afternoon
1:30 to 6:30 for 2 children (5 & 3) in
Newton Highlands, near T. $5/hr,

909-4730.
Gymnastics Instructor needed. Part-

time/weekends, must have transportation. For info call 964-0334.

Montreal College Weekend. Round
trip transportation and 3 days, 2
$50,000/yr possible. All occupations. nights
for $69 budget package or $79
Call 805-687-6000 Ext. R-4593 to deluxe package. See our ad in this
find out how.
paper. Town Tours and Travel,
321-3993.
Rosie's Pastries. Part-time sales help
wanted. Good pay. Weekdays 8:30 COUNCIL
TRAVEL/CIEE for int'l
AM to 2 PM. Call 277-5629.
student ID, low cost flights USA and
worldwide. Work and study abroad
Seeking Student available for and more! Free student travel
daytime babysitting for 2 yr old twins
catalog! Call 266-1926 or drop by at
during Christmas vacation. Live-in
729 Boylston St. 2nd fl, Boston, MA
possibility. Please call Karen
02116.
Firestone, 734-5193.
?

DOES FOOD CONTROL YOUR
Messengers Needed to do Deliveries. LIFE? Gain control with active carbike,
By car,
moped or foot. In
ing counseling. Day and evening
Boston. Good pay, extremely flexi- hours avilable. Judith Weisman,
ble hours. Call 350-8622.
M.Ed., 731-3305.
Volunteer Engineer wanted, no pay,

for BC Radio Theatre. Excellent op-

portunity to learn about broadcasting. Will train. Apply in person
at WZBC, McElroy 107, Tuesdays
between 4 and 6 PM or call Michael

Christian

232-5546.

at

Babysitter. Near campus. One 10 yr
old girl, very cooperative. Some late
afternoons and evenings. Excellent
salary. Call 232-7244.

Travel Field Opportunity. Gain
valuable marketing experiencewhile
earning money. Campus rep needed
immediately for spring break trip to
Florida. Call Bill Ryan at
1-800-282-6221.
Sports-Minded Sales Girl Wanted.

Tues and Thurs especially. Must be
available to work Christmas break.
Call now! The Ski and Tennis Chalet,
964-0820.

BC graduate available for statistics
tutoring, sliding scale rates. Call
Cheryl, evenings 782-7064, days

497-5570, X4lO.
Spend the Spring (and Summer) in
Sunny Spain. Quality Instruction at
Economy Prices: Bus Admin,

Hispanic Studies, Arts & Sciences;
Grad Course for Spanish teachers.
Contact: Admissions, St. Louis
University, 221 N. Grand Blvd., St.
Louis, MO 63103 or SLU in Spain,
C/de la Vina 3, 28003 Madrid,
SPAIN.
Voice Lessons and Dramatic
Coaching. Learn to sing correctly,
prevent vocal strain, prepare for
auditions. Experienced teacher; near
BC. Classical and Broadway.
527-3320.

Type-Tech Word Processing Service
(Rochelle) for all typing needs.

Theses, letters, resumes, etc. on
WANG computer with letter quality
National College Marketing Com- printer. REASONABLE RATES.
pany seeks aggressive self starter to
Call 396-4080.
represent/manage territory. Excellent
income potential. Flexible hours. Guitar Lessons: blues, popular, folk,
Need good communications skills ragtime and acoustic styles. Exand dependable car. Full training. perienced teacher
and local perCall Audrey at 1-800-592-2121.
former. Call for info, Cindy Moore,
734-3532.
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,500 $59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Call
Ride Needed from State College, PA
805-687-6000 ext. R-4593 for current to Boston area Sunday,
Nov 3.
federal list.
Weekend of Perm State game. Call
John 721-2007.
Mary Poppins where are you? Parttime babysitting for 2 lovable pre- West Roxbury
resident is seeking typschoolers. Salary negotiable. Hours ing to
do in her home. 5 cents per
flexible. Close to Newton Campus. line, 232-3072
Call 332-7648.

Childcare needed for 2 lovable
preschoolers, Wed from about lunch
to dinner. 15 minute walk from BC,
$4.75 hour, call 527-8563 or
552-4247.

Having a party? Psychic and card
readings. Parties and private. Call
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If it were up your a** you'd know it.
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Join The Heights

Small, furry, white mouse seeks

violent lumberjack to wreak unrelenting havoc upon ungrateful fat, gay
white male who broke my itty-bitty
heart. Call 555-2424, but not during
tea, and ask for 2 eggs over.

FOR SALE

LOST & FOUND

1975 Chevy Malibu Classic. Very
dependalble 350 V-8 engine. New
transmission. Lots of extras. Well
maintained by original owner. Must
see. $700 or 80. Newton 332-4251.
Ask for Chris.

Lost: Gold Add-a-bead necklace.
Please, please return if found.
Reward! Debbie 783-2561.

Speakers. 250 watt per channel protected by circuit breaker, 12" woofer,
passive radiation, liquid cooled, adjustable midrange and tweeter control. Frequency response 0 to 20,000
hz. As seen last week. 964-2391.
For Sale: 1978 Dodge Omni,
maroon, 4 door, hatchback, excellent

condition, AM/FM...51750. Call
964-4052.

McElroy 113
Get to cover the
arts in Boston, BC's
top-ranked athletic
teams, interesting
campus events and
more.

.

...Have experience with children ....Have some weekday
mornings or afternoons free
Have excellent references....

-

And Want to Earn $4 $6 an Hour Babysitting.
Parents In a Pinch, Inc.
has the perfect part-time/full-time job for you y
call Joy today at 739-KIDS.

Male Roommate Wanted. Large
studio with kitchen and bath at 2018
Comm Aye. Only one other roommate. $280/month (plus elec).
Closest Apartment Building on
Boston Side of BC. Call Jim at

787-5869.
Roommate Wanted. I just received
on-campus housing and need so-

meone to share a beautiful 2
bedroom condo with BC students.
Located on 2000 block Comm Aye.
Leave message at 963-2854.

PERSONALS
Street Girls Bringing Sailors into
Hotel Must Pay for Room in Advance. Have you seen this sign? It used to hang in Mod 278, until it was
stolen from our window. Reward being offered for its return. Please help!
We want it back. Come by Mod 278.
Looking for People to do some
serious role gaming such as AD&D
and Runequest. Call and leave name
and num. Charlie Schick, 964-9444.
GUESS WHO? I like M&Ms,
diamonds, furs, and football games.
Thanks! But who ARE you?! C.
89
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WUNR. Unlimited rock and more...
Listen and call 367-8456.

Ij

This ad is good for

jt

We provide every aspect of
f ami| y planning, also information, counseling and referral

for:
673 Boylston St., BOSTON, MA

BIRTH CONTROL
GYNECOLOGY
YD TESTING

M-Sat 9-5

Across the street from the
Boston Public Library
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"The best Blunt
Counseling on
Birth Control
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STERILIZATION
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-Boston Giobe

Parents Ad Socety
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JAMAICA
LIQUORS
Huntington
900

Avenue

WE STOCK A COMPLETE
LINE OF COLD KEGS

_Barrel:. $30*
BC Special:

BUD or

coors

?Vi
?,

THE ONLY
FREE DEUVERY
IN BOSTON

Aor%

Pick-Up
store only
277-7990
277-7837
277-6195

VIDEO BIZ
Of Newton

Halloween!

You can catch it, but you can't die
from it.. .THELAST TRAIN. Saturday, all night, 11:30 PM, 1600 AM

?
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" A Tanning Salon"

\\ \f

Free Pregnancy Testing

MURPH
Did you like the
cupcake? Who am I? You'll never
guess! But you can try! Happy
?
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APARTMENTS/ROOMMATES

Julie 964-2186 or George 353-0622.

Condsidering a Sales Career? Boston
College Marketing Academy
presents: UP CLOSE AND PERHousework: three hours a day, one SONAL. An evening
with
or two days a week, days and hours
AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY

I £>1

MAL, refreshments will be served.

SERVICES

Brookline.
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $15,000

CORP. Wed, Oct 30 5-7 PM, Higgins 304. Meet managers and sales
reps from 2 divisions in an informal
setting. Learn what qualities
recruiters look for in hiring sales reps
at American. Learn what advancement opportunities exist for sales
reps. Learn what the job of a sales
rep is really like. Session is INFOR-

*

Halloween Specials

*

Rent A V.C.R. and get
one HORROR Movie Free

Choose from over 2500 titles, including Halloween 1, 2, 3; Omen 1, 2; Friday the 13th 1
through 6; Nightmare on Elm Street; American
Werewolf in London; Christine; Texas Chainsaw Massacre; Pieces; Revenge of the Dead;
Last House on the Left; and more!

1 FREE TANNING
SESSION
in our comfortable tanning beds!

1415 Beacon St., Suite 319
Brookline (Coolidge Corner)

734-7738

1280 Centre St., Picadilly Square
Newton Centre, MA 02159
965-7120
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UP Ip PAUL

at the Casba....
Tonight: Airplane
Nov. 4: Risky Business
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RETURN TO 8.C.!/
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FUND

Coffee Social
from

8:30 to 12:00
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At the Museum of Fine Arts
Every Monday Night that the
Exhibit is Showing
TICKETS ARE $2.00 w/BCIP
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Nov.2nd-10to5

free * free * free * free * free * free
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Grad-Undergrad Colloquium
November 5, 4:30 - 6:00 PM
SENIORS + JUNIORS
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When Does the English Association Meet?
Tues. Nov. sth
Shaw House
Tues. Nov. 19th
Lounge
at
Tues Dec. 3rd
6 PM
Hey! What About Economics?
Tues Nov 5
O'Neill 248
Tues Nov 19th
in
5 PM
Tues! Dec. 3rd
i m pou sci
where Do I Go?
h
Gasson 207
in
Wed Nov 20th
5 PM
Wed Dec 4th
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ut at the Debate!
# Featuring Prof. Harold Peterson
Prof. Barry Bluestone
? Monday, Nov. 4.at 7:30 PM
# ln McGu,nn Auditorium

Find

j|

Sponsored by: Economic Association
& Omicron Delta Epsilon
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Secret Wars of the CIA
Go Public
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DRACULA - REVISITED
World Renowned Expert

Speak And Show A Movie
U

Q2

Tuesday, October 29th
in O'Connell House
FREE Event, Just Dont Forget Your Garlic...
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THIS FRIDAY
\ NOVEMBER 1 \
j @ 8:30 in j
RobertS Center

*

Hear John Lockwell in the New Theatre
at BPM on November 5.
"come see the man the CIA thought was
too dangerous for the people to hear"
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* Is it Working?
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Democrats
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LAW SCHOOL FORUM
for SENIORS
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RENOIR

Tuesdays
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Wednesday
J WALSH
HALL
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evening

Nov. lst-10 to 8
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the Stone
Nov 25:
Big Chill
DuX
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Romancing

Campus

H U II

I

Come relax
sounds of folk
and JAZZ music!

an

Nov 18

\\\

Ullth
Will

I

be accepted in
McElroy 120
IT,
Haley House
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YOUR SPIRITS
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BIOLOGY ASSOCIATION
MEETING ft
(for those conducting the advisement)
Monday, October 28th
4:15 PM in Higgins 304
«,,
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ACADEMIC BOARD MEETING
Monday, October 28th
SPM in McElroy 114
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Student Government

